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WELCOME to UCLan Cyprus.

Welcome Address
by the Rector,
Prof. Panikkos
Poutziouris.
A warm welcome to UCLan Cyprus, the Enterprising British
University, delivering educational and training programmes to
local and international students, but also to professionals living
and working in Cyprus and beyond.
The vision of the University of Central Lancashire, Cyprus is to be
recognised as a world-class, research-led University, competing
successfully and sustainably within a national and international
market. We are a University that is recognised for its commitment
to outstanding teaching and practical learning, impactful research,
innovative thinking and knowledge transfer that adds value to
socio-economic and scientific development across frontiers.
Our faculty, scholars and research partners are distinguished for
pioneering initiatives and engagement with industry, professions,
entrepreneurs and stakeholder communities. The interaction of
research and knowledge transfer with high quality educational
and training programmes ensures a currency of knowledge and
skills development that will in turn lead graduates to employability
routes and access to Postgraduate activities.
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Join us in your journey of learning and continuous
professional development. Become a partner in
our cooperative approach to research exploration,
innovation and enterprise.
Our mission is to grow via smart strategies and
international partnerships, building excellence
in curriculum, teaching and learning, executive
and professional training, innovative research,
knowledge transfer and entrepreneurship in
all fields.
In our continuous efforts to support the student
experience, we are engaging strategically with vital
partners including our UCLanian army of alumni, to
open opportunities for internships and to broaden
the horizon for cooperation in terms of continuous
professional development, research and innovative
initiatives. Internationalisation remains core to the
UCLan Cyprus ambition and we will continue to develop our international engagement and
reputation.
Our aim is to provide students with an international experience, increasing their
in tercultural awareness and to better prepare them for mastering the complex challenges
facing our global economy and society. We invest in international exchanges and mobility
of faculty, staff and students across UCLan UK, other globally ranked Universities as well
as Corporate Partners.
We hope you are as enthusiastic as we are about our University’s aspirations and we
certainly look forward to taking pride in your progress and success.

Professor Panikkos Poutziouris, Rector
BA Economics, MBA, PhD (University of Nottingham)
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / Welcome to UCLan Cypr u s.
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1

DOUBLE DEGREE LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATION

2

THE DOUBLE
ADVANTAGE MODEL
- NOT JUST ANOTHER
FRANCHISE

3

PROBABLY THE BEST
SCHOOLS IN CYPRUS

4

5

RANKINGS AND
RECOGNITION
OF UCLan

STUDENT
MOBILITY

E ra s m

us

Earn a Double Degree
(two certificates!) that will
offer you recognition in
Cyprus, across Europe
and beyond.
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UCLan Cyprus is the first
Branch Campus of the
University of Central
Lancashire and at
the same time a fully
licensed University in
Cyprus.
It is a unique and
innovative model of a
Cypriot and British
University Educational
Experience, approved
and validated by
both the Ministry of
Education and Culture
of Cyprus and the UK
Quality Assurance
Agency (QAA), for
Higher Education.

- A School of Business,
with project-based
education inspired by
entrepreneurship and
innovation, and
accredited courses by the
ACCA, ICAEW,
CIMA, offering internship
opportunities in different
business sectors.
- A School of Law,
considered to be the
top in Cyprus with the
first Moot Court Room on
the island. Accredited by
the JASB of England and
Wales, it is equipped to
rub shoulders with the
elite Law Schools of the
world.
- A School of Sciences,
with programmes
ranked within the top
30 of the Guardian table
obtaining the highest
student satisfaction score
(>90%), with unique and
innovative courses.

- The Centre for World
University Rankings (CWUR)
has ranked UCLan in the top
3.7% of all worldwide
Universities.
- UCLan is one of the UK’s
most improved universities
(The Guardian, 2018).
- UCLan was officially
recognised by UK’s former
Prime Minister David
Cameron, for obtaining the
2nd highest figure in the
UK of graduates’ business
start-ups.
- UCLan is the only UK
University to be working in
partnership with NASA and
the Harvard Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory!
- The Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU)
ranks UCLan amongst
the top universities in the
scientific field of Hospitality
& Tourism Management.

+

Enjoy the student life of a
genuine UCLan student in
Preston while you study
at UCLan Cyprus and
embrace the opportunity
to participate to
Erasmus+ programme
or any student mobility
scheme, to encounter
different cultures around
the world!
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ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE

PhD
All PhD qualified,
our lecturers are
research-active and
specifically trained to
reach greater teaching
quality for enhanced
student experience.
Apart from that, our
Academics’ wide range
of research activities and
our students’ high
performance reflect the
high quality and hard
work of all academic
staff.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
CAMPUS

8

GLOBAL REACH AND
EMPLOYABILITY

9

STUDENT
SATISFACTION &
GRADUATES SUCCESS

10

QUALITY
ACCOMMODATION

THE +1
REASON

1

+
The most recent, if not
the only, innovative and
fully approved
University campus in
Cyprus, winner of the
EMEA “InAVative
Educational Facility”
Audio Visual (AV)
Technology Award.

Our Schools and
Programmes are linked
with global and local
professional bodies and
accreditations, and are
strongly engaged with
industry partners.
As a result, they offer
internships and networking
opportunities, while at the
same time offer you a QS
World Ranked University
degree, which enhances
your career opportunities in
the global job market.
Also, a large number of
UCLan Cyprus courses
include a placement or
work experience element
related to students’
discipline, during their
studies, abroad or locally.

UCLan Cyprus 2019
alumni survey* indicates
a high overall University
employability and
satisfaction rate:
- 92% of graduates are
very satisfied with their
experience.
- 98.61% of graduates are
in employment, training
or they have pursued
further studies.
- 74% of graduates are
employed in areas
directly related to their
field of study.
- 73% of postgraduates
secured employment
within the first 3 months.
*Results upon the graduates
who have participated at our
Alumni survey.

A Mediterranean lifestyle,
offering students a safe,
fun and affordable stay
at our brand new
accommodation, located
right next to the University.

Study at the unique British University
of the island of Cyprus, amongst the
only 2 British University Campuses
in Europe after BREXIT, without the
financial cost of UK education and cost
of living. The average cost of
studying at UCLan Cyprus is almost
50% less compared to any other
British University.
Once more, UCLan Cyprus is proud to
announce the UCLan Cyprus Bursary
for the new students who will enrol in
2020/2021, of €1,450 for Undergraduate
students per year of study and €1,575
for Postgraduate students.
More information on tuition fees
can be found at p.122

10+1 GREAT REASONS
to choose UCLan Cyprus.
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WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY.
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ALESIA SIDORKEVICH
Business Administration
Russia

ARTEM PLAKHOTUYUK
Computing Alumni
Ukraine

I do really enjoy studying at
UCLan Cyprus as it gives me
an amazing
opportunity to improve my
English. Moreover, I have a
chance to meet people from
all around the world.

I am very glad that I
transferred my studies to
UCLan Cyprus and I am
satisfied with both my
lecturers and my overall
study experience. Also, I am
so grateful for the way the
Student Support assisted me
whenever I needed their help
to make this dream a reality.

ANTONIA MICHAILIDI
LLB Alumni, Winner of 2018
Queen’s Young Leader
Awards,
Cyprus
Deciding to study at UCLan
Cyprus was one of the best
decisions I have made so
far, regarding my education
and my future professional
career. The University offers a
unique selection of modules
for each course and provides
the students with all the
necessary guidance to
achieve success.

OLUWATODIMU AKOLADE
BANKOLE
LLB Alumni
Nigeria
UCLan Cyprus offers a
complete package of
excellent teaching and
extracurricular
activities both of which are
crucial for the student life
experience. As a Law student,
the School of Law ensures
that students like me are
exposed to relevant and equal
opportunities which will
enable us to gain useful
knowledge and experience
beneficial for our chosen
career path.

MORTEZA MEHDI ZADEH
Hospitality and Tourism
Management
Iran
I am so pleased that I chose
UCLan Cyprus as a place to
do my studies. I study
Hospitality and Tourism
Management and I really
enjoy it. It is a modern
environment with
friendly staff. You can find and
meet so many enthusiastic
students from all around the
world with different
nationalities, which is perfect.
The students interact and
learn so many things from
each other. Other than that,
Cyprus is a beautiful island
and I really love being here.

KALIA ATHANASIOU
Mathematics Alumni,
current student
MSc Data Analytics
Cyprus
One of the advantages of
studying at UCLan Cyprus is
the relationships we develop
with the faculty.They are
always available, extremely
helpful, supportive, friendly
and prepare us for the
challenges of the real world.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / Wh at UCLanians say ab ou t th e Univer sity.

ARIJ EJLEDI
Accounting and Finance
Alumni
Libya
Applying for a job having two
degrees written on my CV
was a major plus. It attracts
many companies in Cyprus
and abroad as it’s a unique
element as not many
applicants have this
advantage.

TATIANA GALADZHIY
MBA Alumni
Ukraine
Studying at the British
University of Cyprus
with the combination of a
sunny and Mediterranean
weather of the island, was
the best decision I have ever
made.
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WELCOME to UCLan Cyprus.

University of Central
Lancashire, Cyprus
THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS.

The University of Central Lancashire, Cyprus (UCLan Cyprus),
is located in Pyla, Larnaka, and it is now in its eighth year of
operation. UCLan Cyprus is the first Branch Campus of the
University of Central Lancashire and at the same time a fully
licensed University in Cyprus. It is a unique and innovative
model of a Cypriot and British University Educational Experience,
approved and validated by both the Ministry of Education and
Culture of Cyprus and the UK Quality Assurance Agency (QAA),
for Higher Education.
Built on strong academic foundations, the University of Central
Lancashire, our mother University, counts more than 190 years
of history and is considered among the top 3.7% of all worldwide
Universities by the Centre for World University Rankings (CWUR).
UCLan Cyprus operates under the academic umbrella of UCLan
UK, and its uniqueness is further enhanced by the United
Kingdom’s exit from the European Union (BREXIT).
The completion of studies at UCLan Cyprus will result in a
Double Degree (two certificates) from the two Universities,
UCLan Cyprus and UCLan UK, recognised not only in Cyprus,
but across Europe and beyond. Our students will also have the
advantage of
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an exceptional student experience in every aspect of their University life, whether it is learning,
personal support, facilities, accommodation, employability and social life, as well as personal
development.
By bringing a world – class reputation for academic excellence and innovative thinking to Cyprus,
we aim to develop future business leaders and international entrepreneurs, with the skills and
business acumen for success in the modern global economy. This means that we are able to offer
a unique blend of knowledge, practical experience and modern relevance, to equip students with
the qualifications and skills for the international market in employment. Many of our courses are
also accredited by professional and statutory bodies, ensuring for all UCLan Cyprus students the
standards expected by today’s businesses.
Our commitment to this ethos is at the heart of everything we do.
OUR VISION
The strategic vision of UCLan Cyprus is to build a leading, modern University with a global reach at
the crossroads of three continents (Europe, Asia and Africa), providing Undergraduate and
Postgraduate Higher Education. UCLan Cyprus will be a University recognised for its commitment
to the finest student University experience, outstanding research, innovative learning and valuable
engagement with industry and communities within Cyprus, the Eastern Mediterranean, the Middle
East and further afield.
OUR MISSION
To promote access to excellence enabling all, students and professionals, to develop their potential.
We value and practise equality of opportunity, transparency and tolerance. We aim to be a vital
part of the social and corporate community, promoting innovation and development, both on
national and international level.We strive for excellence in all we do: locally regionally, nationally
and internationally. We work in partnership with business, the community and other educators.
We encourage and promote research innovation and creativity.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / Th e b est of b oth wor ld s.
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STUDYING
IN LARNAKA,
CYPRUS.
Situated on the southern coast of Cyprus, Larnaka is well-known
for its beautiful clean beaches, great food, and vibrant nightlife.
It is the perfect location for a University and its student community.
Larnaka Airport is the main airport in Cyprus. It only takes 15
minutes to drive from the airport to the campus of UCLan Cyprus.
There is a frequent bus route from downtown to the campus and
vice versa.
Ayia Napa is very well-known thanks to its sandy beaches, light
blue waters and its lively nightlife during the summer season.
Ayia Napa also hosts several restaurants, featuring both local
and international cuisine.
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THINGS TO DO
Outdoor activities are very common in Larnaka due to the fantastic Mediterranean climate.
Water sports, swimming, snorkelling, fishing, walking, cycling and many other activities are available to
students. Interestingly, the crystal clear bays are unusually rich in underwater wreckages for you to explore.
There are many qualified and licensed diving instructors and businesses along the beach areas. Inland, there
are many historic churches, archaeological sites, museums, galleries, gardens and other tourist attractions.
The most notable are probably the Larnaka Fort, built in 1625 on the seafront and St Lazarus Church built in the
9th century. Natural sites for wildlife and beauty include the Salt Lake on the outskirts of Larnaka, a haven for
migratory birds, including flamingos and other waders. Horse riding, nature walks, camel rides and organised
excursions are also available. Alternatively, our more adventurous students can enjoy a day trip inside or outside
Larnaka by hiring bikes or quad bikes.
Living and studying in Larnaka enables students to
thrive with a first-class education in an idyllic setting.
What’s not to love?

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / Th ings To Do, Cypr u s.
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A WORLD-CLASS
CAMPUS.
AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF TECHNOLOGY

UCLan Cyprus is set in a modern, purpose–built University campus with
state-of-the art academic and operational facilities. It incorporates all of
what Audio Visual (AV) has to offer in education, but also in the ever-growing
professional communication world, such as distance learning facilities,
high-end presentation solutions and innovative multi-use spaces.
Students learn in meticulously designed lecture theatres, specialised labs, a
moot court room, lecture rooms equipped with interactive whiteboard facilities,
seminar rooms and accommodating teaching spaces. Individual and group study
spaces allow students to work alone or collaborate on projects.
Our IT infrastructure provides more than 300 software applications, loan of
laptops, and free Wi-Fi across the campus. The UCLan Cyprus Campus has
also won the sought-after title of the ‘Most InAVative Education Facility’ at
the prestigious Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) InAVation Awards,
and triumphed over 30 competitors, as well as shortlisted projects from four
other University finalists based in England, the Republic of Ireland and Russia.
Audiovisual highlights include smart podium monitors in every classroom,
which allow presenters to annotate or draw freehand onto a projected display
without the need for a whiteboard and pens.
A video conferencing system allows live streaming, while the entrance foyer
video wall is capable of displaying content up to four times full HD video.
Students have the opportunity to study in an environment that suits them,
whether it is in the new library or in social areas around the campus.
All on-line facilities can be accessed off campus, and anywhere in the world
through the internet.M
OO
MOOT COURT
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UCLan Cyprus is the first University in Cyprus to have
its own Court Room. It has been designed to reproduce
not only the look and effect of a real court room, but also
court rooms of the future.
Fully IT and AV-equipped, with both counsel and judge
able to portray their evidence, representations and
remarks onto three large projector screens, the Moot
Court Room is ideal to be used for practice, training,
debating, interviewing, negotiation, advising and arguing.
SPORTS LAB
The UCLan Cyprus Sports Lab incorporates the latest
technological advances in the sport and exercise fields.
In addition to its teaching activities, the UCLan Cyprus
Sports Lab provides a full range of tests, metrics and
exams to athletes of all abilities and sports, from
beginner to professional levels, including ergometric
tests delivered by accredited Sport and Exercise
Scientists.
COGNITION & DEVELOPMENT PSYCHOLOGY LAB
An innovative lab for all Psychology students following
the strict guidelines of the British Psychology Society
(BPS). The Cognition & Development Lab of UCLan
Cyprus is second to none and includes a dedicated
student area, offering a unique experience on real
case studies and psychological experiments, a
conference area, which accommodates guest
lectures from professionals of the industry, and a
child observation suite with a one-way mirror.
ENGINEERING LABS
Engineering Laboratories support the BEng (Hons)
Electrical & Electronic Engineering Programme.
The Electronic Engineering lab is equipped with
workbenches and all the necessary state-of-the-art
equipment (oscilloscopes, signal generators, probes,

analysers, etc.), computers and machinery for students
to practice in Electronic Circuits, Digital Electronics,
Telecommunications, Microprocessors, Sensors,
Programmable Logic, Robotics etc. The laboratory
offers a unique hands-on experience for the students
which involves all the steps of building electronic systems
such as the design, the simulation, the prototyping
and the testing.
The Electrical Engineering Lab is intended to emulate a
real domestic and/or industrial setting in which students
can perform an electrical installation and have a unique
hands-on experience in wiring, circuit boards, AC and DC
motors, generators, renewable energy sources etc.
The lab is also equipped with Electromechanical Training
Systems for practical work on Power Systems on topics
such as Power Generation, Power Transmission and
Power Consumption.
LIBRARY
UCLan Cyprus’ Library provides a comfortable, flexible
working environment, boasting a student portal leading
to all on-line resources, access to 300.000 UK and Cyprus
e-books, and e-journals. It offers a wealth of excellent
learning resources, extensive collections of information
sources and expert support from Library staff.
In addition to these thousands of books, audio-visual
materials and journals, the Library also provides
self-service issue and return facilities, online library
catalogues, a silent study room and training PC labs
with a laptop loan scheme available to all students.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / A Wor ld - Class Campu s.
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JOIN
#UCLanians

A WARM WELCOME
FROM #UCLanians
Over the past few years, #UCLanians have been unstoppable! They said yes
to new adventures and reached the highest edge of Troodos Mountains and
thehighest pitch of Greece. They even managed the impossible and hiked in
Kutaisi Mountains, Georgia experiencing 3 different temperatures.
#UCLanians won the National Competitions of Judo and University Sambo
Championship. They accepted Dorians Challenge, participated in Larnaka International
Marathon for three consecutive years and willingly contributed in cleaning Cyprus’
beautiful beaches in just one day with Let’s Do It Cyprus.’’ Apart from lectures, tutorials
and assessments, the #UCLanians’ academic calendar includes countless parties,
clubs and societies, charity or fundraising events and participation in the greatest
conferences, events and guest lectures of the island.
Some activities include the:
- Business Innovation Awards
- Code Cyprus
- 1st Cyprus Science Festival
- Become a Lawyer for a day
- Digital Championship
- Business Escape Challenge
but also European and International activities gaining unique experiences that will
guide them throughout their life. And of course the best is yet to come! #UCLanians
promise you a great student experience while you are studying at the only British
University of the island.
To find out more, follow #UCLanians on
Facebook & Instagram.
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JOIN #UCLanians CLUBS & SOCIETIES OR
START YOUR OWN!
HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
Think of hobbies and interests you have and find 5-6
other students who share a similar interest. Come
visit us at the Student Support Office and we will help
you ‘spread the news’ and assist you in setting up the
club / society.
EXAMPLES OF CLUBS AND SOCIETIES:
> Football club
> Boxing Club
> Latin Club
> Photography club
> Hiking club
> Film Club
> Business Society
> Law Society - Debate Club
> Computer Society - Comicon Club
> Entertainment Club
STUDENT SUPPORT
The Student Support Office is the #UCLanians’ first
point of contact for advice and support in all aspects of
University life, either face-to-face, by email or phone,
or even through the Student Support Services
Facebook pages. A modern and friendly place where
#UCLanians can get support and information on various
issues concerning their academic study and progress,
personal matters and social life.

At UCLan Cyprus, #UCLanians will have access to a
wide and practical range of Student Support services.
These include:
> Professional Counseling at the Counseling Center
> Advice and guidance on how to enhance their
academic skills through WISER (a group of
services offered to UCLan Cyprus students for the
improvement of their English language and learning
skills)
> Support and guidance on disability issues, health,
psychological and well-being issues
> Guidance on student life and events
> #UCLanians discounts on shops, cafés, bars etc.
> International student support; visa information and
updates
> Travelling information
EMPLOYABILITY SUPPORT AND CAREER ADVICE
The Student Support Services offer the administration
of one of the most well-known, professional career
tests to prospective and existing students. This kind of
tests enable students to gain accurate insight and a
better understanding of the career path that best fits
their personality.
Further guidance and support is available during private
sessions, where employability and career options are
discussed in depth.
During the Employability Days organised every March,
prospective and current students have the opportunity
to meet company representatives, attend C.V. clinics,
join interview and presentation skills workshops, and
participate in many more career-enhancing events.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-2021 / A war m welcome fr om #UCLanians
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CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT,
ALLIANCE AND RESEARCH (CEDAR)
CEDAR, is the first interdisciplinary and pioneering
not-for-profit Centre for Entrepreneurship in Cyprus
working with stakeholders, universities and academic
centres, including UCLan Cyprus.
Its mission is to act as a catalyst for entrepreneurial development by building
synergies between different areas of expertise in education, training, research,
outreach, and policy.

RESEARCH, INNOVATION
& ENTERPRISE.
UCLan Cyprus is committed to being innovative and entrepreneurial in its approach to
teaching, training, research and knowledge transfer, in order to enrich the University’s
academic learning environment, enable it to develop high value-added training initiatives,
advance in innovation and promote high impact research investigations. This will allow
the University to enhance its contribution to social, cultural and economic development,
both locally and internationally. As a research-led University, research and innovation
is pursued via engagement with other research institutions and universities, industry,
professions, government agencies, social enterprises and third sector
stakeholders.

It builds bridges of cooperation with the entrepreneurial economy of Cyprus and beyond.
CEDAR faculty and associate fellows are credited with local, regional and global initiatives,
focusing on fields including start-up entrepreneurialism, corporate entrepreneurship,
innovation, SME - growth, entrepreneurial finance, governance, development of
owner-managed family businesses, and alternative tourism development.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP INITIATIVES
CEDAR has been promoting a number of projects and initiatives in the field of
entrepreneurship in partnership with a number of stakeholder organisations, including:
BUSINESS IDEA COMPETITION An annual initiative that aims to foster the
development of creativity, innovation and new ventures through a series of idea
generation workshops and start-up business training.
PANORAMA OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISE to showcase programmes and schemes in
operation in Cyprus and Europe, geared to support social entrepreneurship and its
impact in modern societies.

In line with the University’s commitment to expand its research community and support
early career researchers, UCLan Cyprus has appointed a number of joint PhD scholars,
who work with international researchers in the University on joint collaborative research
projects with UCLan UK and other universities nationally and across Europe.
Our research, innovation and enterprise are led by three centres, namely:

IDEODROMIO An annual initiative that aims to encourage entrepreneurship in secondary
education in Cyprus. The initiative’s target is to embed the entrepreneurial spirit to
young aspiring students. Ideodromio is organised by CEDAR in collaboration with the
Pedagogical Institute of Cyprus, the Cyprus Ministry of Education and Culture and KPMG.

• CEDAR - Centre for Entrepreneurial Development, Alliance and Research;
• InSPIRE - Centre of Interdisciplinary Science Promotion & Innovative Research
Exploration
• ICLAIM - Interdisciplinary Centre for Law, Alternative and Innovative Methods

PANORAMA OF INNOVATION to inform existing businesses and start-up
entrepreneurson innovation funding schemes and showcase successful cases of
innovative enterprises in Cyprus.
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CEDAR enjoys the support of various stakeholders and academic institutions such
as the Cyprus Chambers of Commerce and Industry, University of Cyprus, Cyprus
University of Technology, Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism,
Cyprus Business Angels Network - CYBAN, Youth Board of Cyprus, Cyprus Federation of
Business and Professional Women, ANETEL, London-based EPISTEME and UK Cyprus
Enterprise Council. Several initiatives are supported and co-organised by our valuable

sponsors such as KPMG, Alpha Bank, Koumandari Foundation, Co-operative Savings
Society of Larnaka -Famagusta, USB Bank, Cyprus Pedagogical Institute, Cyprus Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports and Youth, Synthesis and Gravity.
CENTRE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE PROMOTION &
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH EXPLORATION (INSPIRE)
The InSPIRE centre was developed with the mission to support
the advancement and development of scientific research by
establishing a culture of innovative partnerships within different
science disciplines (e.g. computing, engineering, mathematics,
psychology, and sports and exercise science) for the utilization
of state-of-the-art practices and the realization of cutting-edge research and innovative
programmes and activities. The main research clusters of the centre are focusing on
Health and Society, Information Systems, Communication Networks and Mobile
Technologies, Developmental Psychology and Educational Technologies.
To achieve the centre’s vision, its resident members work closely with internationally
respected and distinguished researchers, academics, industry professionals and
policymakers to develop in three main areas: research, knowledge transfer, and service/
outreach to the community and education. Some of the main activities of the centre are
focused on cutting-edge responsible research and innovation, Undergraduate research
projects and mentoring of undergraduate students, industry engagement (for the
purpose of enhancing students’ knowledge and practical skills, enhancing the existing
curriculum, and developing collaborative research projects), community engagement
and outreach (promotion of science education, awareness on science impact, female
participation in STEM and organisation of competitions, seminars, workshops and
professional trainings for the community), and advisory/consulting services to local
special interest groups.
INTERDISCIPLINARY CENTRE FOR LAW, ALTERNATIVE AND
INNOVATIVE METHODS (ICLAIM)
The School of Law of UCLan Cyprus is very pleased to announce
the establishment of and cooperation with ICLAIM since
February 2017. ICLAIM is an interdisciplinary centre for Law,
Alternative and Innovative Methods, a non-profit organisation
duly registered and based in Cyprus.

implementation, enforcement and reform of rights in a modern society. ICLAIM’s objectives
include:
- To create, promote and raise awareness of innovative and alternative legal solutions, 		
including dispute resolution methods, widening access to rights.
- To support legal research and impact beyond academia, making a notable difference in 		
society.
- To develop ways of sharing experience, knowledge and expertise with citizens, small
businesses and the industry, designing creative legal solutions tailor-made to their needs.
- To work with low and middle-income organisations and young people to learn from and 		
build capacity for research and impact informed legal solutions.
- To empower ICLAIM users to find their own solutions to socio-legal challenges.
Initial activities of ICLAIM included professional training on international mediation and
on case management systems as well as human right seminars open to students and
professionals alike. Recently, ICLAIM produced a Handbook for professionals on social
mediation in Cyprus and participated as an expert partner to several conferences and
workshops entitled ‘Social Mediation in Practice’ and ‘Human Rights Education’ held at
UCLan Cyprus in 2018 and 2019. Participants included graduate students of the Law School,
local communities, members of the police force of Cyprus and NGOs. They were trained on
ICLAIM’s Handbook, were given lectures from a socio-legal, psychological and informal
education perspective and carried out interactive activities including on European and
international tools. The workshops/conferences took place in the framework of projects
funded by the Institute of Citizenship, Society and Change based at UCLAN (UK) as well
as by the British High Commission in Cyprus (ongoing bi-communal project on social
mediation, 2019-20). For more information on the project visit www.social-mediation.org.
In May 2018, under section 22 of the Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes
Law of 2017 (L.85(I)/2017), the Consumer Protection Authority of the Ministry of Energy,
Commerce, Industry and Tourism of the Republic of Cyprus approved ICLAIM as an
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) entity for (a) consumer goods contracts (online and
non-online) as well as (b) consumer services contracts (online and non-online), including
financial contracts, but excluding construction contracts. ICLAIM commenced its operations
as an ADR entity in June 2018. For more information visit
www.iclaimcentre.org/consumer-adr-entity/

ICLAIM has a Vision of Law, Innovation and Alternative solutions in the modern world,
underpinned by high-quality research and impact. A world where citizens, small
businesses and the industry engage with our applied research and creative legal
solutions, widening access to rights and impacting society. ICLAIM has a Mission
of acting as a social enterprise transmitting knowledge and enabling the wider public
to have access to their rights through innovative and alternative legal solutions at
a fair cost. We are pioneering new solutions with wider impact on the creation,
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL LANCASHIRE, CYPRUS. PROSPECTUS 2020-21 / R esear ch , Innovation & Enter pr ise.
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RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS
OF UCLan Cyprus.
UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP WITH ACCA ACCELERATE
UCLan Cyprus and the BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance programme
proudly launched a Unique Partnership with the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA), the globally reputable professional
accounting body offering the Chartered Certified Accountant professional
qualification. Our partnership with ACCA attractively positions UCLan
Cyprus as the only University in Europe offering a BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance
Programme simultaneously accredited by ACCA, and offering an Accelerate status by
exempting upon registration to the programme the first 9 fundamental courses,
allowing the students to proceed to the rest of the 5 professional courses for the
completion of the ACCA accreditation. This provides the benefit of completing both the
BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance and ACCA professional qualification in just 4 years.
This partnership provides additional benefits to the students since UCLan Cyprus
registers them to the ACCA body upon their enrolment to the programme and offers
them attractive discounts to the exams fees.
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ACCREDITATION BY BRITISH PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIETY (BPS)
The BSc (Hons) Psychology degree has gained
accreditation by the British Psychological Society (BPS).
This acknowledgement marks UCLan Cyprus as the
only University in Cyprus offering an accredited Psychology programme of study by the
BPS professional body. As a result, graduates are granted a unique competitive advantage
by gaining the requirements for Graduate Basis for Chartered Membership of the Society
(GBC), which is the first step to become a professional psychologist and be able to work
even in the UK. UCLan Cyprus students can also register as members of the BPS on
special discounted rates with discounts on books, access to journals and the opportunity
to participate in conferences.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
UCLan Cyprus’ Law School organised its first Model United Nations
(MUN) event in collaboration with the United Nations Association
of Cyprus. UCLan Cyprus welcomed very special guests, Mr. Nicos
Rolandis, former Foreign Minister of Cyprus, Dr. Christos A. Theodoulou, President of the
United Nations Association of Cyprus and Vice-President of the World Federation of United
Nations Associations (WFUNA), and Mr. Christophoros Yiangou, former Cyprus
Ambassador. Each School of Law student participating represented an individual UN
member country, and their speeches addressed a draft resolution. Following the speeches,
the student representatives were given a chance to propose amendments, and then vote
for the amendments and the amended resolution. The conference was concluded with
a pleasant reception where the students had the opportunity to discuss the MUN among
themselves, as well as speak with the guests, exchange views and knowledge.
QUEEN’S YOUNG LEADERS 2018
UCLan Cyprus alumni student of Law LLB (Hons) Antonia Michailidi,
proudly received the Queen’s Young Leader 2018 Award by
Her Majesty The Queen, as recognition for her work as a volunteer
in the project in support of immigrants living in Kofinou, Cyprus.

BSc COMPUTING ACCREDITATION BY BRITISH COMPUTING
SOCIETY (BCS)
UCLan Cyprus proudly announced the certification of its
Undergraduate programme BSc Computing. The BCS
accreditation is a mark of assurance that the BSc Computing
Undergraduate degree of UCLan Cyprus meets the standards set by the BCS and sets
UCLan Cyprus graduates as highly skilled IT professionals. As a result, graduates who
will be receiving a BSc Computing degree, will automatically gain accreditation as
Chartered Information Technology Professionals (CITPs).
“InAVation” AWARD
The University of Central Lancashire’s Cyprus Campus has won
the sought-after title of the ‘Most InAVative Education Facility’ at the
prestigious Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) InAVation Awards,
and triumphed over 30 competitors as well as shortlisted projects from
four other University finalists based in England, the Republic of Ireland
and Russia. Our IT infrastructure is second to none, which provides more than 300
software applications, loan of laptops, and free Wi-Fi across the campus. UCLan Cyprus
incorporates all of what AV has to offer in education, from distance learning facilities to
high end presentation solutions and innovative multi-use spaces.
EQUALITY EMPLOYER AWARD
UCLan Cyprus proudly announced its certification as an “Equality
Employer” by the National Certification Body. The Ministry of Labor,
Welfare and Social Insurance held a business award ceremony,
certified by the National Certification Body for the Implementation of Good
Practices on Gender Equality in the Work Environment. The British University of Cyprus
implements policies that ensure staff conditions of gender equality, equal opportunities
for development and training, reconciliation of professional and family life, and in
particular the principle of equal pay and work of equal value for men and women.
BEST WORKPLACE AWARD IN HIGHER EDUCATION
UCLan Cyprus received the “Best Workplace Award in Higher
Education” at the Education Leaders Awards 2018 in Greece.
“We are very proud to have won such an honorary prize.
This award belongs to all the employees since without them the University could not
become a unique educational institution distinguishing between nominees from every
level of the Greek educational community”, Mrs Georgia Kyriacou (HR Manager) stated.

12TH NATIONAL SESSION OF EUROPEAN YOUTH
PARLIAMENT CYPRUS
UCLan Cyprus proudly hosted the 12th National Session of
European Youth Parliament Cyprus. The participants were
given the opportunity to immerse themselves in discussions
that will enable them to come up with answers to the most
critical question of what the EU should be and represent.
UCLan Cyprus STUDENT’S WORK
AT THE WORLD’S LEADING CREATIVE NETWORK
Kleanthis Loizou, a BSc (Hons) Web Design & Development
4th-year student of UCLan Cyprus, designed a newspaper-like newsletter for a client,
which got featured by Adobe on Adobe Behance‘s Graphic Design Gallery Adobe Behance
is Adobe’s official Creative Network (one of the leading online platforms to showcase &
discover creative work) and receives thousands of projects every day from all over the world.
UCLan ACHIEVES TRIPLE SUCCESS AT THE OSCARS OF THE
UNIVERSITY WORLDS.
UCLan has proudly won in three categories, which is a record,
at the 2018 Times Higher Education (THE) Awards, more than
any other University on the night. UCLan collected awards for
Best International Collaboration of the Year, Excellence and
Innovation in the Arts and Most Innovative Contribution to Business-University Collaboration.
UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP WITH SAS.
The MSc Data Analytics programme at UCLan Cyprus is
theonly programme in Cyprus which offers the SAS Joint
Certificate. Specifically, MSc Data Analytics’graduates have
the option to receive the SAS Joint Certificate in Business
Intelligence and Data Mining in addition to their MSc award.
The SAS Joint Certificate equips students with additional knowledge and skills to apply
analytics to real business problems using real business data and provides students with
a competitive advantage in the marketplace, through a professional certification which is
in high demand by the market.
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SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT.

The academic information
contained in this prospectus is
correct as at the time of
printing.
The University reserves
the right to make amendments
to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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Welcome to the School of Business & Management,
the most enterprising School of UCLan Cyprus.
The School’s mission is to offer practical and
professionally relevant courses that equip students with
knowledge, experience, analytical skills and enhanced
aptitudes, which are in high demand in the marketplace.
Our key measure of success is for our graduates to
enjoy employability in managerial, professional and
entrepreneurial pathways, contributing thereby to
social and economic development.
All of us at the School are committed to be
enterprising and innovative, shaping that way,
developments at the forefront of the learning society
and the knowledge economy. We contribute to learning
and the knowledge economy via our extensive range of
Undergraduate and Postgraduate programs that seek
to expose our students to cutting edge developments
in their fields of study.
Further, in co-operation with UCLan UK and other
partners, we offer doctorate and continuing professional
development (CPD) programmes that aim to establish
the researchers and the highly employable professionals
of the future.

Our Faculty strive for excellence in pedagogy, research,
knowledge transfer, and in building partnerships with
our stakeholders, seeking to unlock growth opportunities
in business, management and entrepreneurship for the
benefit of our students, our alumni and the community,
overall.
The pursuit of world-class innovative research and
engagement with entrepreneurs, industry and the
professions allows us to shape and inform new frontiers
in theory, practice and policy at local and regional level.
Our academics lead research clusters, which are
committed to innovative research in economics and
sustainable growth; entrepreneurship; finance,
governance and accounting; hospitality and tourism;
language and linguistics. We are also proud for our
partnership with the Centre for Entrepreneurial
Development Alliance and Research – CEDAR,
which is a not-for-profit organisation that promotes
entrepreneurship across all walks of life.
Dr Loukas Glyptis BSc, MSc, FHEA, PhD
Associate Professor of Accounting,
Head, School of Business & Management
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BA (HONS)
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION.
The BA (Hons) in Business Administration programme places emphasis
on the functional, operational and strategic coordination of business
activities. Throughout the course, students develop an understanding of
how organisational processes enable organisations to respond to external
conditions in the market and the wider environment. Students gain a
theoretical understanding of the nature of business and organisations,
whilst developing practical skills including problem solving, risk
assessment, group work and personal initiative.
This programme follows a rationale based on the principles of studying
organisations as separate functions, interdependent operations and
strategic entities.
It provides students with the necessary theoretical knowledge and
managerial skills to be locally and internationally competitive.
It promotes and emphasizes employability through modules such as
“Employability and PDP” and “Personal and Professional Development for
Business”. It cultivates innovative thinking through modules such as
“Managerial Decision Making” and addresses contemporary issues in
strategic planning, environmental scanning and operations management.
Further to the traditional management route, the programme enables
students to enhance their knowledge in a particular area by selecting a
pathway in Finance, in HRM or in Marketing.
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CAREER OPTIONS
The programme covers a spread of business
topics that prepare candidates for a wide
range of business careers. Employability is
embedded in this programme which contains
several features that support working lives; an
emphasis on through-life learning and personal
development, reflective practice, teamwork and
client skills, as well as contact with businesses
through applied projects and cases.

YEAR 1

In addition, the subject material of the
programme covers multinational and global
corporations, local businesses, small and
medium sized enterprises and start-up.
This broad relevance, when joined with the
personal capacity that the programme
engenders, creates capable individuals
whose value is recognised by employers and
who have the capability to create work, as well
as to seek it successfully.

Managing People - Enterprise skills*
Business in Context*
English Language I		
English Language II

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

SEMESTER

ECTS

Principles of Economics
Introduction to Accounting & Finance
Introduction to Mathematics & Statistics
Academic Writing		

2
YL, 3
YL
YL

10
10
10
10

1
2
1
2

10
10
10
10

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL
YL
YL
YL

15
15
15
15

OPTIONAL

Or a university elective*
*Electives for the students with exception in English

YEAR 2

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
The External Business Environment
Introduction to Business Functions		
Business and Management Project Essentials
Data Communication

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of
learning content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

MODULES				
COMPULSORY		
Management of Operation
Global Environment of Business
Managerial Decision-making
OPTIONAL (three modules)
Introduction to Financial Services Markets
Business Analysis and Operations
Marketing Principles for Business
Developing Business Plans 		
Web-based e-commerce Systems
Business and Economics in the European Union
The Economics of Sport
Managing Personnel and Human Resources
Research Methods

YEAR 4

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL
YL
YL

10
10
10

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER ECTS
COMPULSORY
Contemporary Issues in Business			
YL
Business Strategy					
YL
Personal and Professional Development
for Business
YL
OPTIONAL
FINANCE
Financial Management for Business
Risk and Capital Markets			
International Financial Environment 			
International Financial Economics

2
1
2
1, 2

HRM
YL
Evaluating HRM 					
Coaching and Mentoring 				
YL
Learning and Development 		
YL
		
MARKETING
Introduction to International Marketing
Management
YL
Marketing of Services 				
YL
Direct, Digital and Database Marketing
YL
OTHER OPTIONS
YL
Europe and the World Economy		
Web Content Management Systems 			
YL
Enterprise Project 				
YL
Dissertation 					
YL
Student Initiated Module (SIM)
YL

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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BA (HONS)
ADVERTISING &
MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS.
BA (Hons) Advertising and Marketing Communications is a pioneering course
which offers students the knowledge and practical skills to build a career
in the dynamic and creative industry sector. Our Advertising and Marketing
Communications course focuses firmly on developing the expertise needed to
anticipate, analyse, plan, and control effective communications that generate
value for client organisations.
The UCLan Cyprus Advertising and Marketing Communications degree was
designed as a result of extensive industry research to deliver graduates who
would be ‘purpose-made’ and ‘job-ready’ for jobs in the industry.
Understandably, studying Advertising and Marketing Communications at
UCLan Cyprus has a strong practical element and our course gives students
the knowledge and skills to gain a position in the emerging knowledge-based
service economy.
Students will benefit from a variety of teaching and learning methods
including: lectures, seminars, practical workshops, group activities, personal
research and case studies. Personal study and independent research also
form an integral part of the course. Some modules are part web-based with
links to leading organisations, including professional bodies. There are options
to develop skills in a variety of areas such as IT, web-based tools and tactics,
social media, advanced excel and specialist Microsoft packages.
Assessment includes essays, reports, oral presentations, group assignments,
investigating companies and tackling briefs from industry. In the final year,
students will have the opportunity to undertake an independent dissertation
or company project.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Graduates can pursue careers in media and
communication firms but also marketing
offices of mainstream organisations as
advertising and/or promotions managers,
marketing managers, marketing
communications managers, public relations
specialists, fundraising managers, media
relations or communications officers.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Principles of Economics 			
Managing People and Enterprise Skills 		
Academic Writing

SEMESTER

ECTS

2
1
YL

10
10
10

YL
1
2
1,2
2,3
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL
YL
YL
YL

15
15
15
15

OPTIONAL
Introduction to Mathematics & Statistics
Advertising and Marketing Communications
Business in Context				
English Language I				
English Language II				
Beginners Russian Language & Culture
YEAR 2

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Marketing Essentials			
Business Functions 			
Business Environment 			
Business and Management Project Essentials

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of
learning content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

MODULES				

YEAR 4

SEMESTER

COMPULSORY
Marketing Management 				
YL
Marketing Research 				
YL
Employability and Professional Development		
YL
Integrated Marketing Communications			
YL
The Responsible Marketer 				
YL
Contemporary Consumers
YL

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Advertising, Marketing, PR Dissertation OR 		
Enhancing Employability through Work
Related Learning
Campaign Planning and Strategy
Media Planning and Buying 		
Strategic Marketing OR
Public Relations for Marketers
OPTIONAL
Marketing of Services			
Digital Marketing 				
International Marketing 			
Direct, Digital and Database Marketing		
Public Relations for Marketers 		
Contemporary Retail Marketing 		
Business-to-Business Marketing
Business Statistics		
Creative Industries and Communications
Internal Corporate Communication and Marketing
Web Content Management Systems 		

SEMESTER

ECTS

1,2,3/
YL /
DEMAND
YL
YL

10

YL

10

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10

Additional
Work Placement OR			
60
YL
International Study 						
60
YL
YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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- BA (Hons)
Accounting
& Finance
- ACCA

BA (HONS)
ACCOUNTING
& FINANCE.

4 YEARS

This degree covers all main areas of accounting and finance in terms of practical
application and critical appraisal. It is designed for those wishing to pursue a career as a
professional, Chartered Accountant, but also suitable for those wishing to pursue other
careers in professional accounting qualifications, finance, or business management. The
programme is therefore an excellent choice for those wishing to follow Accountancy, as
it offers a blend of theoretical and practical application, combined with accreditation from
professional accounting bodies and exposure to a broader knowledge of finance, which is
relevant to a wide range of other business careers.
If you wish to pursue a professional accounting qualification, you will receive partial
exemption from the professional accounting bodies examinations. In each year of the
course, you will study a combination of accounting and finance modules, as well as
modules supplemented by other disciplines (such as economics, business law and
mathematics).
This programme is aligned with ACCA, CIMA and ICAEW, and in doing so a minimum 40%
pass mark for ACCA and CIMA, and 50% pass mark for ICAEW for each module is required
for the student to qualify for these professional exemptions.
The BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance of UCLan Cyprus presents its unique partnership
with the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), which is the globally
reputed professional accounting body offering the Chartered Certified Accountant
professional qualification. Through this partnership the students that register with the
UCLan Cyprus BA (Hons) Accounting and Finance programme, will be automatically
awarded, upon enrolment, with 9 exemptions from ACCAs Fundamental Papers,
provided that they complete successfully their undergraduate studies in the programme.
This unique privilege gives our students the opportunity to start, along with their university
studies, the professional papers of the ACCA qualification. This opportunity makes them
more competitive in the marketplace, as it gives them the space to complete both their BA
(Hons) Accounting and Finance and their ACCA qualification in four years or shortly after.

Find out about all the other additional unique benefits of this partnership via the site of the programme at:
http://www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/undergraduate-course/bahons-accounting-and-finance/
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BOTH IN

CAREER OPTIONS
Graduates who combine accounting and finance literacy
with a broad appreciation of business economic issues are
highly sought after by employers. They have a proven track
record of succeeding in a range of employment sectors
from accounting, finance and business. Few examples of
companies currently employing our graduates are KPMG
CY, Baker Tilly, MKS Chartered Certified Accountants,
Minoshis Audit Tax Advisory LTD, A&P AuditQuality,
Christos Makrides & Associates, K.Treppides & Co LTD.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

1&/or 2
Introduction to Mathematics & Statistics			
Introduction to Accounting & Information Systems 1&/or 2
1&/or 2
Introduction to Accounting & Finance

Additionally, graduates master computational and
calculation skills and techniques used in professional
accounting practice; learn how to use specialized
accounting software (such as Eurosoft Business,
SAP Hana Fiori, and Powersoft 365 Accounting) and gain
a direct advantage in the market because of their practical
and technical appreciation of the accounting, finance and
other commercial sectors.

OPTIONAL

This programme also provides a strong foundation for
graduates seeking to enter other business and managerial
functions (e.g. managing directors, consultants to private
organisations and international organisations such as the
World Bank, OECD and the EU), as well as related
occupations such as insurance and banking, which have
a strong business presence in Cyprus. High calibre
graduates from the programme also have the opportunity
to consider applying for an academic career in accounting
by pursuing postgraduate and doctoral studies.

YEAR 2

ACCREDITATION/LINK WITH
PROFESSIONAL BODIES
The award is accredited for ACCA (9 exemptions), CIMA
(8 exemptions) and ICAEW (8 exemptions). The unique
partnership with the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA) provides significant privileges and
opportunities for the students of the programme.

SEMESTER

English Language I				
English Language II
Academic Writing
Business in Context
Principles of Economics

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Introduction to Financial Accounting 		
Introduction to Management Accounting		
Information Systems & the Business Environment
Introduction to Economics			
Legal Obligations in Business
Introduction to Personal and Professional Practice

1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2

SEMESTER
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2

ECTS
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Finance for Managers
Financial Accounting
Accounting Information Systems
and Control Issues
Management Accounting
Taxation Theory and Practice
SELECT 1 OF 2
Companies and the Law				
Companies and the Law in Cyprus

The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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ECTS

1&/or 2
1&/or 2
1&/or 2

10
10
10
10
10
10

1&/or 2
1&/or 2

10
10

1&/or 2
1&/or 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER

ECTS

COMPULSORY
10
1&/or 2
Corporate Finance
10
1&/or 2
Advanced Financial Accounting
10
1&/or 2
Auditing Theory & Practice
10
1&/or 2
Advanced Management Accounting
10
1&/or 2
Business Strategy 						
		
SELECT 1 OF 2
Advanced Taxation Theory and Practice
10
1&/or 2
Cyprus Taxation 		
10
1&/or 2
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BA (HONS)
HOSPITALITY
& TOURISM
MANAGEMENT.
We are one of the top universities in the UK for the study of tourism and
hospitality, ranked 8th for student experience and 11th overall, according to the
Sunday Times, and 10th in terms of career within 6 months of graduation, in
the Guardian League Table. We are also amongst the Top 100 universities in
the world in the scientific field of Hospitality & Tourism Management,
according to ARWU list (Shanghai Ranking).
This degree is designed to develop a responsive business approach to the
international hospitality and tourism industries. The BA (Hons) in Hospitality
and Tourism Management offers a high-quality management education
for those students who aspire to work within the hospitality and tourism
industries.
The emphasis throughout the course is on the development of a wide range
of professional and managerial skills, concurrently with the development
of key personal and academic skills, aiming to improve the students’ ability
to understand and apply management theory to the hospitality and tourism
sectors. An important aspect of the course is the combination of theory and
practice, through the option of work placement, and frequent site visits,
which give students the opportunity to experience real world settings, and
understand the application of theoretical concepts in the practice of Hospitality
and Tourism.
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CAREER OPTIONS
The programme develops transferable skills
relevant to a wide range of career opportunities
in management, marketing or other relevant
positions in different sectors of the tourism
industry. Graduates of the course are able to
pursue careers throughout the international
hospitality and tourism industries.
Examples of graduate destinations include
working for airlines, cruise ships, nightclubs,
casinos, major hotel chains and restaurant
groups, tourism development offices, theme
parks, event planning offices, sport venues
and major tour operators.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

SEMESTER

1
Introduction to Hospitality & Tourism Operations		
2
Introduction to Service Excellence in Hospitality
& Tourism		
1&2
Academic Writing

ECTS
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
2
Business in Context
1
English Language I
2
English Language II
1
Managing People & Enterprise Skills
1/2
University Elective*
			

10
10
10
10
10

*compulsory module for students following advanced entry route

YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Exploring Management in Tourism,
Hospitality & Events (TH&E)			
1
Foundations in Scholarship, Research & Technology
1&2
Tourism in Action
1
Tourism Essentials
2
Food & Beverage Operations
1&2
International Hospitality Management 			
1&2

ECTS

10
10
10
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Applied Research & Service Quality in THE
International Issues in Hospitality		
The Tourist: Behaviour and Culture		
Marketing & ICT for Visitor Economy Managers
Employability and Talent Management
OPTIONAL
Learning through Working in THE
Sport Tourism

ECTS

2
1&2
1&2
1
1&2

10
10
10
10
10

2
2

10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER ECTS
COMPULSORY
Managing Strategically in Tourism
10
1&2
Hospitality and Events
10
1&2
Management Development
10
1&2
International Cases in Hospitality and Tourism 			
				
SELECT 1 OF 3 RESEARCH STRANDS
10
1&2
Research Project
10
2
Managing my Business
10
1&2
Dissertation
OPTIONAL
(Plus a choice of subjects below to complete 60 Credits)

The Tourist: Experience and Motivation		
Creativity in Organizations

The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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1&2
1

10
10
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BA (HONS)
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
STUDIES.
Our English Language Studies degree offers linguistic and literary perspectives
on the study of English. You will be working with a range of materials, including
classic literary texts as well as popular media texts such as advertisements,
descriptions, analysis and interpretation of data, thus developing great skills
for the workplace.
You will cover a range of topics on how language works both structurally
and persuasively and also how language is used in its various literary, social
and cultural contexts for effect. We offer a mix of traditional and innovative
subject choices and consider new ways of thinking about English Language
& Literature. You will be taught the processes of language through grammar
and syntax and you will also have the opportunity to study modules in stylistics,
education and language. In addition to “literary greats” such as Shakespeare
and Dickens, you will learn about contemporary fairy tales and film.
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CAREER OPTIONS
This course is intended for students wishing
to pursue a career in professional writing in a
range of industries such as publishing, travel
and tourism, advertising, public relations and
the public service.
It helps them to improve their literacy,
develop profound knowledge, gain research
and analysis abilities/experience and enhance
their oral and written communication skills.
Our graduates can go into a wide range of
occupations/careers such as teaching, law,
journalism, publishing, arts administration,
theatre, advertising, manufacturing and finance.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Studies in Language & Linguistics			
Introduction to Literature				
The Use of Language in Literature
Academic Writing				
English Language I
English Language II		

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL
2
1
YL
1
2

10
10
10
10
10
10

YEAR 2

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

SEMESTER

ECTS

Sounds and Structures of English
Meaning in Interaction
Reading Texts: Literary Theory
Introduction to Renaissance Literature
Language Variation in Society

YL
YL
2
YL
2

10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
Beginners’ Foreign Language & Culture			
YL
University Elective*
YL

10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
English Structure
Child Language Acquisition
Inside English Words
From Romantics to Decadents:
Literary Culture 1789-1900
The Graphic Novel
				
OPTIONAL
Metaphor and Meaning
Sociolinguistics
Reading and Writing Fairy Tales
A World of Difference: Literature in Translation

YEAR 4

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL
2
1
2

10
5
5
10

2

10

YL
YL
2
1

10
10
10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
English Language/Linguistics Dissertation
Or Literature Dissertation
World Grammars: Contrastive Linguistics
Literature and Film
Clinical Linguistics and Language Pathology
Shakespeare: Text and Performance

YL
1
YL
1
YL

ECTS

20
10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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MBA
MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION.
PART-TIME STUDY ALSO AVAILABLE AS DISTANCE LEARNING.
The MBA is the world’s most renowned business management qualification
via an intensive 12/24 month programme, specifically designed for those
wishing either to establish or sustain a successful managerial or professional
career. The course is an ideal platform for individuals who have acquired at
least three years in a managerial, technical or professional role. Taught by
highly experienced and qualified tutors, who will provide guidance for the
completion of an MBA dissertation, the MBA provides a rigorous process of
personal and managerial development in which you are encouraged and
expected to make your own unique contribution.
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FULL TIME / PART TIME CAMPUS DELIVERY
CAREER OPTIONS
Acquired knowledge covers a range of
managerial topics that allows candidates to
advance their management and business
careers. Employability is also embedded in this
programme, which contains several features
that support working lives; an emphasis on
continuous learning and personal development,
reflective practice, teamwork and client skills,
and contact with business through applied
projects and cases. In addition, the subject
material of the programme covers multinational
and global corporations, local businesses, small
and medium-sized enterprises, and start-ups.
This broad applicability, combined with the
personal capability that the programme
engenders, creates highly competent
individuals whose value is recognised by
employers, as well as giving them the
ability to become enterprising individuals.

MODULES				 SEMESTER ECTS
COMPULSORY
Management & Organisations
Management Environment
Operations Management
Management Consulting Project
Management Learning & Research
Accounting & Finance
Human Resource Management
Data Analytics
Contemporary Marketing in Organisations
Strategic Management
Dissertation
OPTIONAL
Management Coaching Skills
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practise

1
1
1
3
1,2
2
2
2
3
3
YL

5
5
5
10
10
5
5
5
5
5
20

3
3

10
10

PART TIME DISTANCE LEARNING

MODULES				 SEMESTER ECTS
COMPULSORY

1
2
YL
YL

5
5
10
10

Management Coaching Skills
Dissertation 		

3
YL

10
20

COMPULSORY

YEAR 3

Operations Management
Strategic Management
Management Consulting Project
Management Learning & Research
			

COMPULSORY

YEAR 2

5
5
5
5
5
5

YEAR 1

1
1
1
2
2
2

Management & Organisations
Contemporary Marketing in Organisations
Management Environment
Accounting & Finance
Human Resource Management
Data Analytics

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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MA
Internship in
INTERNATIONAL
TOURISM, HOSPITALITY
& EVENT MANAGEMENT
The MA Internship in International Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management
offers the opportunity to study core modules whilst enabling further academic
preference towards either the tourism or hospitality and event management
sector. There is a strong focus upon employability within the service sector
industries throughout the course and the management abilities required to
work and succeed in this demanding and dynamic industry.
From the successful completion of studying principles and practice in tourism,
hospitality and events and personal management development, the student
progresses onto a specific period of internship within the industry. Appropriate
work experience, upon which reflective practice may be gathered in any of the
four different, yet complementary, forms of independent student learning,
exists, each reliant upon the individual’s specific knowledge, personal interest
and independent/professional career goal. The four forms of industrial practice
are, a period of work placement within industry, the opportunity to mentor/
shadow key personnel, contribution to a specific consultancy initiative or
involvement within an active project management scheme. Our industry
links provide scope for organisations to sponsor diligent scholars wishing
to undertake this programme.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Acquired knowledge covers a range of topics
that allows candidates to advance their
management and business careers in a diverse
range of sectors including, but not exclusive
to, sustainability, event planning, tourism and
hospitality.
Employability is also embedded in this
programme, which contains several features
that support working lives; an emphasis on
continuous learning and personal development,
reflective practice, teamwork, client skills, and
contact with business through applied projects
and cases.

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

SEMESTER

Work-Based Knowledge Experience and Practice 			
2
Management Consultancy Project
2
Principles and Practice of Tourism,
Hospitality and Events		
1
Management Development in Tourism,
Hospitality and Events
2
International Tourism Management
1

ECTS
30
30
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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SCHOOL OF
LAW.

The academic information
contained in this prospectus is
correct as at the time of
printing.
The University reserves
the right to make amendments
to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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Welcome to the School of Law of UCLan Cyprus!
The School of Law is pursuing a clearly defined mission
statement. Our key mission and prime objective are to offer
responsible education designed to satisfy the requirements
of the local and international professional market, whilst
retaining the necessary focus demanded of a top-ranked
Law School with internationally recognised research and
knowledge transfer activities and complying with the
highest professional and ethical standards. Through an
intertwine between research informed teaching and impact
informed research, the School aims to equip students,
graduates, professionals and the wider public with superior
social, legal and professional skills and build a bridge
between independent learning and critical undertaking in
the modern world.
Our Law students benefit from our digitally-driven
multi-million Euro campus and facilities (including Cyprus’
first Moot Court Room) to help them realise their academic
potential, guided by academics of the School of Law of
UCLan Cyprus through this learning and living process.
The full-range of academic and scholarly law courses
are provided at UCLan Cyprus, including a PhD in Law,
from UCLan UK, the highest achievement in academic
scholarship.
The School of Law is currently expanding its research
scholars and post-doc population and is committed to
growing the legal research culture and environment
on the island and beyond, in a multi-disciplinary and
innovative setting.

international moots, and through our internship and
graduate traineeship programme. As measurements
of our success, many of our students have secured
employment or work placements in Cyprus, the UK or
Europe and have been commended for their good spirit,
character, knowledge and work. They have also entered
prestigious universities in the UK and other European
countries for further studies and vocational courses in
England and Wales to become Barristers or Solicitors, as
well as in Cyprus, or wherever home is. We also make
sure they develop an entrepreneurship mindset and guide
them through the process of realising their own projects
and ideas. Our robust growing alumni and professional
network reinforces the School’s culture of continuous
professional development through the design and delivery
of CPD and other short courses addressed to professionals
under our Law Academy.https://www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/
short-course/law-academy/
Finally, the School of Law is proud of its very active
contribution to society through multiple public outreach
activities and social engagement. In this respect and
since 2017, the School works closely with a non-profit
organisation called Interdisciplinary Centre for Law,
Alternative and Innovative Methods (‘ICLAIM’) on projects
of social entrepreneurship in full collaboration with
academics, students and professionals.
Prof. Stéphanie Laulhé Shaelou
(Maitrise de Droit (LLB), BA, LLM, PhD, HEA Fellow, Certified Mediator)

Professor of European law and Reform and Head,
School of Law

Our students, graduates and alumni stand ready to face
the professional world, including through our skills spines,
our advanced skills training and professional courses,
as well as our many co- and extra-curricular activities
ranging from dining with the legal profession to
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BACHELOR OF LAWS
LLB (HONS).
The LLB course, unique to Cyprus, blends the English legal heritage with the current
Cyprus law. For the benefit of our local students, education on the two systems is
combined through the teaching of different modules. Some modules, like ‘Foundations
of English and Cypriot Law, cover material from both legal systems, while in those
instances where the law is very different, separate Cyprus law modules are provided.
Thus, our local students can graduate not only with an outstanding knowledge of English
and Cyprus law, but also have knowledge of all legal terminology in both English and
Greek - essential in an ever more globalised world. Students have the opportunity to
undertake extra-curricular modules that mirror the core modules of the Cyprus Bar
Association exams and compare Cyprus law with the legal foundations of law in the UK
[namely, Public Law, Contract Law, Criminal Law, Tort Law, European Union Law, Land
Law and Trusts]. It is important to note that the course has been designed in such a way
so that students can avoid, if they want, all instruction in Cyprus law and follow a regular
UK LLB curriculum.
The theory of law is well-represented with two modules [Thinking and Arguing Law,
and Jurisprudence], charting 2,500 years of legal philosophy from Plato to Aquinas and
Bentham to Herbert Hart. These, together with other key modules, such as The Classical
Foundations of Modern Law, teach students the Latin legal terminology and knowledge
of its derivation. The compulsory module of European Union Law is supplemented with
Foundations of International and EU Law for those wishing to acquire detailed
knowledge of European principles and values. International Law is well-served with
modules in both Public International and Private International Law, while modules
focusing on human rights examine not only the European and International, but also
the municipal legal architecture in this most vital of fields. In addition, conscious of
Cyprus’ continued international outlook and the increasing transnationalisation and
modernisation of legal relations, modules are offered in Comparative Law, Consumer
and Commercial Law, Dispute Resolution or Company and Corporate Law. Finally, the
course includes modules like Professionalism and Work Based Learning, Research
Methods and Dissertation that allow students to explore the areas of law that interest
them the most.
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The LLB at UCLan Cyprus is the only degree on the island currently validated by the
Solicitors Regulation Authority and Bar Standards Board of England and Wales.
Exclusive in Cyprus, LLB graduates from UCLan Cyprus shall obtain the same qualifying
law degree, with identical rights, privileges and entitlements, as any LLB graduate from
an English or Welsh university. As a result, our graduates currently have the opportunity
to sit their professional law exams in London, for instance, without having to return to
university in order to obtain a qualifying law degree first. During these challenging
economic times, globally, it is important to know that a UK qualifying law degree is
accepted by [law] professional bodies in a number of different countries around the
world, including Cyprus. Additionally, since 2016, the LLB of UCLan Cyprus has been
recognised as a qualifying law degree by the Cyprus Legal Council.

YEARS 2-4: ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTION
IN CYPRUS LAW
In addition to the modules (including Cyprus
law modules) listed above, instruction (at no
further cost) is offered also in the following
subjects: Cyprus mooting skills; Cyprus
Employment Law; Cyprus Contract Law;
Cyprus Criminal Law; Cyprus Law of Torts;
Cyprus Family Law and Cyprus Company Law.
ACCREDITATION/LINK WITH
PROFESSIONAL BODIES
The LLB (Hons) course at UCLan Cyprus
has been accredited by the Solicitors Regulation
Authority and Bar Standards Board (respectively
the regulatory bodies for solicitors and
barristers in England and Wales). With this
important accreditation, the LLB at UCLan
Cyprus is recognised as a qualifying law degree,
providing exemption from the academic stage of
professional legal training for those who wish to
become solicitors or barristers. Additionally, the
LLB by UCLan Cyprus has also been recognised
as a qualifying law degree by the Cyprus Legal
Council.
CAREER OPTIONS
Graduates will hold substantive legal
knowledge and key transferable skills highly
valued by employers. Law graduates are
highly employable in a wide-range of careers,
legal profession; public and private sector
administration and management; advisory
services; ancillary legal professions; legal
enforcement and regulation services; business,
banking, insurance and financial services;
primary, secondary and tertiary education.

YEAR 1

SEMESTER

ECTS

1

15

1
Research and Writing Skills
1
Current Legal Issues in Cyprus
1
Foundations of International and EU Law
2
Foundations of English and Cypriot Law
2
Comparative Law
2
Introduction to Business Law		
2
Professional Personal Development and Skills
2
English Language 1
3
English Language 2 				

5
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
10

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Legal Method

OPTIONAL

YEAR 2

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Public Law
Contract Law
Criminal Law

SEMESTER

ECTS

1
2
2

15
15
15

1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5

OPTIONAL
Thinking and Arguing Law
Foundations in Human Rights
Cyprus Public Law and System
The Classical Foundations of Modern Law
Mooting and Legal Debating

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of
learning content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Tort Law
1
Land Law					
2

15
15

OPTIONAL
Public International Law
Human Rights
Consumer and Commercial Law
Research Methods
Employment Law
Family Law
Criminology
International Criminal Law
Cyprus Civil and Criminal Procedure
Professionalism and Work Based Learning
Project

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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ECTS

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1,2
2,3
3

MODULES				 SEMESTER

ECTS

COMPULSORY
Equity and Trusts in Life and Death
European Union Law

1,2
1,2

15
15

OPTIONAL
Company and Corporate Law
Dispute Resolution
Medicine and the Law
Sex and Violence
Jurisprudence
Cyprus Property and Succession Law
Law for Entrepreneurs
Private International Law
Transnational Commercial Law
Dissertation

1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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MASTER OF LAWS.
LLM
The LLM at UCLan Cyprus will enable students to focus on a range of very
different subjects of use in their professional careers but also specialise
in a range of exciting fields of law for those preferring a narrower focus.
By introducing new, special option modules, five areas of concentration
have been developed in the fields of:
> International Energy Law
> European Union Law
> Law and International Security
> International Business Law
> Financial and Commercial Law
The LLM (Master of Laws) is available to students from both a legal and
non-legal background. Classes are taught during the late afternoon and
evening. The course does not have any examinations, but is assessed through
written assignments and a Dissertation. Emphasis is placed on private
research and study, assisted by the University’s outstanding law resources
and databases. Therefore, class contact time is limited; reflective of a desire
to offer a world-class course of interest to the talented, serious and dedicated
student only, whilst providing the necessary flexibility for those juggling other
professional and personal commitments.
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MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY ALL CONCENTRATIONS

ECTS

Advanced Legal Systems 					
1,2
10
Dissertation 						
1/2,2/3
30
CAREER OPTIONS
Past UCLan graduates have gained or
developed careers in diverse legal,
professional, commercial and regulatory fields.
*Successful completion of this module offered
at an additional cost allows for registration as
a Mediator with the Civil Mediation Council, UK
and/or the Ministry of Justice and Public Order
of the Republic of Cyprus (subject to their
registration requirements).

ANY FIVE OPTIONS

Option modules run subject to availability and demand

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY LAW
1 or 2
Oil and Gas: Public Law
10
1 or 2
10
Oil and Gas: Private Law 					
1 or 2
10
Independent Research Project 				
EUROPEAN UNION LAW
EU Constitutional Law and Governance 				
1 or 2
EU Trade Law and Policy					
1 or 2
1 or 2
EU Single Market Law		
			
1 or 2
EU Competition Law
1 or 2
EU External Relations

10
10
10
10
10

LAW AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
1 or 2
International Criminal Law and Security 				
Law Relating to Security at Sea				
1 or 2
1 or 2
International Human Rights Law 				
Inter/Intra-State Conflict Resolution 				
1 or 2
Peacebuilding and the Law 					
1 or 2
Transnational Regulation of Terrorism 				
1 or 2
Transnational Regulation of Human Trafficking
1 or 2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW
(offered also as a specialised LLM)
1 or 2
International Commercial Litigation 				
1 or 2
International Intellectual Property Law 				
1 or 2
WTO Law and Policy 					
1 or 2
International Commercial Arbitration 				
1 or 2
Shipping and Maritime Commercial Law 			
1 or 2
International Commercial Mediation* 				
1 or 2
International Sale of Goods 		

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL LAW
(offered also as a specialised LLM)
1 or 2
Banking and Financial Services Regulation 			
1 or 2
EU Economic and Financial Governance 			
1 or 2
International Corporate Governance 				
1 or 2
Law of International Financial Transactions
		

10
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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LLM
FINANCIAL
& COMMERCIAL LAW.
The School of Law of UCLan Cyprus is proud to announce the LLM Financial
and Commercial law. Within finance and commerce, law is a fast-changing
and increasingly complex area. The LLM Financial and Commercial Law will
enable students to specialise in a range of exciting subjects within the area of
Financial and Commercial Law, of use for their future professional career in
law, business or in financial fields, both nationally and internationally.
This postgraduate course provides students with analytical and reflective
skills and expertise in Financial and Commercial Law. It provides a learning
experience which will enable students to strengthen their academic ability
and enhance their performance in employment, as well as further develop
their career opportunities. It provides the successful candidate with a
recognised postgraduate qualification in Financial and Commercial Law.
The LLM Financial and Commercial Law is available to students from both a
legal and non-legal background. Classes are taught during the late afternoon
and evening. The course does not have any examinations, but is assessed
through written assignments and a Dissertation. Emphasis is placed on
private research and study, assisted by the University’s remarkable law
resources and databases. Therefore, class contact time is limited; reflective
of a desire to offer a world-class course of interest to the talented, serious
and dedicated student only, whilst providing the necessary flexibility for those
juggling other professional and personal commitments.
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CAREER OPTIONS
UCLan graduates can gain or develop careers
in multinational and domestic law firms, global
and local corporations, banking institutions,
the foreign exchange market, the shipping
industry, government bodies and a variety of
other organisations.
*Successful completion of this module offered
at an additional cost allows for registration as
a Mediator with the Civil Mediation Council, UK
and/or the Ministry of Justice and Public Order
of the Republic of Cyprus (subject to their
registration requirements).

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Advanced Legal Systems
International Corporate Governance
The Law of International Financial Transactions
Banking and Financial Services Regulation
Dissertation

SEMESTER

ECTS

1,2
2
2
1
1/2, 2/3

10
10
10
10
30

1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

ANY TWO MODULES
Option modules run subject to availability and demand
Shipping and Maritime Commercial Law
International Commercial Arbitration
International Commercial Litigation
EU Single Market Law
International Commercial Mediation*
EU Economic and Financial Governance
International Sale of Goods
Oil and Gas: Public Law
Oil and Gas: Private Law
International Development Law and Policy
WTO Law and Policy
International Intellectual Property Law
EU Trade Law and Policy
Independent Research Project
EU Constitutional Law and Governance
EU Trade Law and Policy
EU Competition Law

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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LLM
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS LAW.
The School of Law of UCLan Cyprus is proud to announce the LLM
International Business Law. Within industry, international business law
is a fast-changing and increasingly complex area. The LLM International
Business Law will enable students to specialise in a range of exciting
subjects within the area of International Business Law, of use for their future
professional career in law, business or in commercial fields, both nationally
and internationally.
This postgraduate course provides students with analytical and reflective skills
and expertise in International Business Law. It provides a learning experience
which will enable students to develop their academic ability and enhance
their performance in employment, as well as further strengthen their career
opportunities. It provides the successful candidate with a recognised
postgraduate qualification in International Business Law.
The LLM International Business Law is available to students from both a legal
and non-legal background. Classes are taught during the late afternoon and
evening. The course does not have any examinations, but is assessed through
written assignments and a Dissertation. Emphasis is placed on private
research and study, assisted by the University’s remarkable law resources
and databases. Therefore, class contact time is limited; reflective of a desire
to offer a world-class course of interest to the talented, serious and dedicated
student only, whilst providing the necessary flexibility for those juggling other
professional and personal commitments.
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CAREER OPTIONS
UCLan graduates can gain or develop careers
in multinational and domestic law firms, global
and local corporations, banking institutions, the
shipping industry, government bodies and a
variety of other organisations.
*Successful completion of this module offered
at an additional cost allows for registration as
a Mediator with the Civil Mediation Council, UK
and/or the Ministry of Justice and Public Order
of the Republic of Cyprus (subject to their
registration requirements).

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Advanced Legal Systems
International Commercial Arbitration
International Commercial Litigation
International Sale of Goods
Dissertation

SEMESTER

ECTS

1,2
2
2
1
1,2, 2,3

10
10
10
10
30

1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2
1 or 2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

ANY TWO MODULES
Option modules run subject to availability and demand
Shipping and Maritime Commercial Law
International Corporate Governance
Banking and Financial Services Regulations
EU Single Market Law
International Commercial Mediation*
EU Economic and Financial Governance
Law Relating to Security at Sea
Oil and Gas: Public Law
Oil and Gas: Private Law
The Law of International Financial Transactions
WTO Law and Policy
International Development Law and Policy
Independent Research Project
International Intellectual Property Law
EU Competition Law
EU Trade Law and Policy
EU Constitutional Law and Governance
EU Competition Law

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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SCHOOL OF
SCIENCES.

The academic information
contained in this
prospectus is correct as at
the time of printing.
The University reserves the
right to make amendments
to programmes in order
to improve the quality
of learning content and
outcomes.
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Welcome to the School of Sciences! At our School you
will find endless opportunities to engage with a diverse
group of students and faculty that will inspire you to learn
and grow. We prepare students to become future leaders,
competent and ethical professionals, possessing the
ability to work in a global environment, and who can make
effective and meaningful contributions to the scientific
community.
Through a unique and innovative curriculum that reflects
current and future industry practices and needs, we offer a
wide range of Undergraduate and Postgraduate academic
courses in disciplines such as Computing, Web Design
and Development, Mathematics, Engineering, Psychology
and Sport & Exercise Science. In addition to the traditional
programmes within each discipline, the School offers
some unique programmes, especially at the postgraduate
level, such as, MSc Data Analytics, MSc Cybersecurity
and MSc Forensic Psychology. As with all programmes
at UCLan Cyprus, our courses offer a double-awarded
degree: a degree from UCLan UK and a degree from
UCLan Cyprus, both accredited by the UK Quality
Assurance Agency and the Cyprus Agency of Quality
Assurance and Accreditation in Higher Education
(CYQAA), respectively.

expertise from the various disciplines to pursue
cutting-edge responsible research and innovative activities
to address complex challenges in our community and
around the world.
Moreover, the School cultivates a culture of unique
partnerships between academia, industry, public
authorities and the community in order to facilitate and
promote the utilization of state-of-the-art practices. I
would encourage you to look at the academics’ profiles on
our website to find out more about them and their work.
If you are interested in pursuing a career in a science
field and wish for a world-class education, we are happy to
help you choose one of our exciting programmes to study
at our prize-winning campus.
Prof. Irene Polycarpou
BSc, MSc, PhD

Head, School of Sciences

Our faculty includes an outstanding group of scholars
who are highly research active and who continuously
pursue new knowledge and innovative ways to apply it
through research. The School adopts an interdisciplinary
approach in its research activities, trying to bring together
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BSc (HONS)
MATHEMATICS.
The BSc (Hons) Mathematics degree is a balanced programme of study
that covers topics across the whole range of mathematical areas. Our
course is built on five themes which run through all academic years of
the course; mathematical methods, analysis, algebra, mechanics and
computational mathematics. A variety of innovative teaching and
assessment methods challenge the students to apply their mathematical
skills to real-world problems.
As well as an honours project, the latter years of the programme have a
number of specialist optional modules that will enable students to focus
their degree towards their personal interests.
The programme develops communication skills, such as delivering oral
presentations and designing conference-style posters. The complete
programme provides students with a basis to springboard into further
study or employment.
STATISTICS PATHWAY
According to the American Statistical Association, Statistics is the science
of learning from data, and of measuring, controlling, and communicating
uncertainty. Statisticians apply statistical thinking and methods to a wide
variety of scientific, social, and business endeavours in areas such as
astronomy, biology, education, economics, engineering, genetics, marketing,
medicine, psychology, public health and sports, among many.
The Statistics Pathway provides students with sufficient in-depth knowledge in
statistical methods to enable them to embark on further studies in statistics or
apply that knowledge in industry.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Mathematics offers a diverse and rewarding
range of careers. Examples include working
in education, academic research, consultancies,
accountancy, financial services, insurance
companies, IT and Computing,
telecommunications, and healthcare to name
but a few sectors. For further information you
can visit www.mathscareers.org.uk (managed
and maintained by the Institute of Mathematics
and its Applications). These are valuable
contributions to the Cypriot economy and
equip both, local and international students, to
compete in the global employment market.
Mathematicians and Statisticians are ranked by
www.careercast.com as some of the best jobs
based on criteria including income, job outlook,
work environment and stress. Other highly
ranked jobs including those of a data scientist
and of an actuary are highly mathematical and
attract many people with a very strong
mathematical background.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Discrete Mathematics			
From Geometry into Algebra			
Introductory Statistics
English Language I				
English Language II				
Choose one from:
Study & Research Skills 			
Academic Writing 			
History of Mathematics

SEMESTER

ECTS

1&2
1&2
1&2
1
2

10
10
10
10
10

1&2
1&2
1&2

10
10
10

YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY

ECTS

1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2

10
10
10
10
10

Theory of Probability & Statistics
		

1&2

10

Elective

1&2

10

Introduction to Algebra & Linear Algebra
Introduction to Real Analysis
Functions, Vectors & Calculus
Introduction to Mechanics
Computational Mathematics 		

COMPULSORY FOR STATISTICS PATHWAY
OPTIONAL (MATHS ONLY)

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of
learning content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Further Real Analysis			
1&2
Ordinary Differential Equations		
1&2
Numerical Analysis				
1&2

ECTS
10
10
10

COMPULSORY (MATHS ONLY)
Algebraic Structures

1&2

10

COMPULSORY FOR STATISTICS PATHWAY
Non-parametric Statistics
Survey Methodology		
Linear Models

1
2
1&2

5
5
10

OPTIONAL
Cryptology
Vector Calculus
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Mechanics
Further Statistics*

1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2

10
10
10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER

ECTS

COMPULSORY
Complex Analysis

1&2

10

COMPULSORY (MATHS ONLY)
Mathematics Project

1&2

10

COMPULSORY FOR STATISTICS PATHWAY
Stochastic Processes			
Computational Statistics & Data Analysis

1&2
1&2

10
10

COMPULSORY FOR STATISTICS PATHWAY
Choose at least one from:
Time Series				
Multivariate Analysis

1&2
1&2

10
10

OPTIONAL (STATISTICS PATHWAY)
Biostatistics and Epidemiology
Financial Statistics
Operational Research
Actuarial Mathematics and Statistics
Mathematics Project

1
1
2
2
1&2

5
5
5
5
10

OPTIONAL
Time Series & Operational Research**		
Fields & Galois Theory
Advanced Cryptology
Logic					
PDEs & Integral Transforms			
Fluid Dynamics				
Mathematical Biology			
Advanced Numerical Analysis
Mathematical Modelling		

1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2
1&2

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

* Not available on the Statistics pathway.
** Available only on the Statistics pathway.
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to improve
the quality of learning content and outcomes.
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BSc (HONS)
COMPUTING.
Computing is a creative activity which applies appropriate technology to
the solution of problems. Computing professionals are involved in the
investigation and analysis of problems, the design and evaluation of feasible
solutions and the implementation of cost effective ways of meeting user
needs. They must communicate with a wide range of people (managers,
users and colleagues) and be aware of the business implications of the
decisions made. Our students learn how to keep up with the latest tools
and techniques, and practice their application to solving real world problems.
Optional Modules in:
> Software Engineering
> Network Technology
> Computer Games Development
The course is recognized by the Cyprus Technical and Scientific Chamber
(ETEK) and has also been accredited by the British Computing Society (BCS),
the chartered institute for information technology (IT). The graduates of the
program receive the Chartered IT Professional (CITP) status.

74

CAREER OPTIONS
A range of careers opens to students upon the
completion of their degree. These include roles
in business requirements analysis, design and
development of database-backed systems,
development of web and mobile applications,
computer games development, system testing
and management, wired and wireless networks
management, network security, and many
more. Moreover, the broad skills that our
students acquire enable them to remain
competitive in the fast evolving area of
computing technology.

YEAR 1

LINK WITH PROFESSIONAL BODIES
> Course Graduates are eligible to register to
the Cyprus Scientific and Technical Chamber
(ETEK).
> The course is accredited by the British
Computing Society (BCS), and the graduates
of the program receive the Chartered IT
Professional (CITP) status.

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Introduction to Programming
Algorithms and Data Structures
Study & Research Skills
English Language 1
English Language 2
Discrete Mathematics

SEMESTER

ECTS

1
2
YL
1
2
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10

YEAR 2

The Computing Challenge
Games Concepts
Introduction to Networking
Computer Systems and Security
Systems Analysis and Database Design
Interactive Applications

1
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Advanced Programming
YL
The Agile Professional				
YL
FOUR OPTIONAL MODULES
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Software Development
Mobile Computing		
Database Systems

YL
YL
YL

GAMES DEVELOPMENT
Games Development I					
YL
Computer Graphics					
YL
NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
Network Management
Computer Security
Introduction to Network Routing
Digital Evidence & Incident Response

YL
YL
YL
YL

ECTS
10
10

10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER

ECTS

COMPULSORY
Honours Degree Project

YL

20

FOUR OPTIONAL MODULES
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Advanced Software Engineering Techniques
Object Oriented Methods in Computing
Distributed Enterprise Systems

YL
YL
YL

10
10
10

GAMES DEVELOPMENT
Games Development II
Maths and Technology for Games

YL
YL

10
10

NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
Cloud Computing
Penetration Testing
Advanced Network Routing
Wireless & Mobile Networks

YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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BSc (HONS)
WEB DESIGN
& DEVELOPMENT.
The BSc (Hons) Web Design & Development uniquely combines the
most popular topics, practices and trends related to Digital Media and ICTs.
Most organisations have an online presence and demand is strong for
graduates with the specialist skills and expertise to design, develop and
maintain the highly usable feature-rich websites, applications and other
digital media that are a key aspect of modern life and business.
Graduates will be taught in a digital media environment and this course is
ideal if they wish to pursue a career designing and developing websites,
web apps and other interactive and creative products for digital media,
publishing, e-commerce, arts and education.
Graduates will work on live briefs helping them to build a strong knowledge
base and technical expertise in areas including graphic design, motion
graphics, video/audio production, video special effects, animation, UX/UI
design, website development, web app development, scripting/coding,
digital marketing and SEO.
In this way, graduates of this course will have the opportunity to be employed
as part of the web design/development, creative, marketing, e-commerce,
multimedia or IT department of almost any business. Additionally, they can
be employed in media firms, web design/development agencies, multimedia/
digital media agencies, marketing agencies, consultancy firms, or even work
as freelancers.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Nowadays, the job opportunities for students
studying Web Design & Development are many
and it is anticipated to be even more in the near
future, as information communication technologies
push into new frontiers, becoming more and more
important for almost all industries. In this way,
graduates will have the opportunity to be employed
as part of the web design/development, creative,
marketing, e-commerce, multimedia or IT
departments of almost any business.
Additionally, they can be employed in web design/
development agencies, multimedia/digital media
agencies, marketing agencies, consultancy firms,
or even perform private practice.

YEAR 1

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
English Language I 				
English Language II 			
Academic Writing 				
Introduction to Maths and Statistics 		
Internet Fundamentals 			
Introduction to Audiovisual Technologies

SEMESTER

ECTS

1
2
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10

YEAR 2

MODULES				
COMPULSORY

SEMESTER

Web Design & UX
YL
Contextual Studies
YL
Computer Graphics 				
YL

ECTS
20
10
10

OPTIONAL
Web Development
Multimedia Production
Video Production
Audio Production

YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
1
Application Design & Delivery
2
Graphic Communication 				

ECTS

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY

30
10

Portfolio Projects 				
User Experience Design 			
Enterprise Development & Production

10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL

ECTS

YL
YL
YL
		

20
10
20

YL
YL

10
10

OPTIONAL
Data Driven Applications
Professional Practice
Video-Post Production
Code for Design

2
2
2
2

Research Project 				
Work as Practice

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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BSc (HONS)
PSYCHOLOGY.
The BSc [Hons) Psychology course offers theoretical knowledge and practical
application of psychology to real world problems. Students will learn about the
mind and behaviour, enabling them to understand the way people act, react
and interact. They will consider the roles of the brain and the nervous system
upon behaviour, perception, mood and memory. The overall aims of the
programme are to:
> Provide a stimulating and supportive learning environment that gives the
opportunity to develop potential;
> Provide an up-to-date curriculum in psychology that emphasises the
development of skills and knowledge related to the scientific and empirical
aspects of the discipline;
> Provide choice and flexibility in the curriculum while maintaining those
core aspects of the syllabus needed to secure British Psychological Society
recognition;
> Foster the development of key skills that will facilitate further academic and
vocational training and subsequent employment;
> Provide students the opportunity to get involved in research, in collaboration
with research-active psychology faculty, thereby learning first-hand about
the scientific method.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Studying psychology provides you with a wide
range of skills that span from both, the arts
and the sciences. Therefore, this opens up
opportunities with a wide variety of employers.
Aside the professional (Chartered) roles available
for graduates to progress onto, there is a range
of graduate careers including roles in project
management, data analysis, human resources,
local authority and law enforcement. Other
students undertake further training and consider
careers in law, teaching, the Probation Service,
speech therapy, social work, or other allied
health roles.
BPS Accreditation
UCLan Cyprus is the first university in Cyprus that
provides an accredited Psychology course by the
British Psychology Society (BPS). Find out more
about the competitive advantage that this unique
accreditation offers to our Psychology students at:
https://www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/undergraduate-course/
bsc-hons-psychology/
The BPS visits courses every five years to
review and determine the accreditation from the
professional body. Our 2016 visit was particularly
successful and secured the accreditation for
the Psychology course for all our graduates
completing the course with a second class degree
or better. They commended the course on seven
areas of provision, the first of which was that our
Psychology staff members provide a supportive
and nurturing learning environment for students.
Also, BPS commended that the programme
incorporates a range of exciting research and
placement opportunities for students, enabling
them to experience a range of ‘real world’
psychological research and practice first-hand.
They also noted that employability and
psychological literacy are embedded thoroughly
and effectively across the programme.

YEAR 1

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Historical Foundations of Psychology
Understanding Behaviour
Psychology of the Media
Turning Goldfish into Elephants

ECTS

YL
YL
1
2

10
10
5
5

YL
YL
1
2

10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
Introduction to Mathematics and Statistics
Academic Writing
English Language
English Language II
YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
YL
Methods & Practices of Psychological Inquiry
YL
Introduction to Developmental & Social Psychology
YL
Introduction to Psychobiology & Cognition
1
Current Topics in Psychology I
Current Topics in Psychology II			 2

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
An Introduction to Evolutionary Psychology
YL
Topics in Forensic & Criminal Psychology
2
Mind Games: Topics in Sport & Exercise Psychology		
1

5
5
5

YL= YEAR LONG
*Compulsory for students on the advanced entry .
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Psychological Research I: Design & Quantitive
Methods
Psychological Research II: Qualitative Methods
Social & Developmental Psychology
Cognitive & Physiological Psychology
Individual Differences			

ECTS

YL

10

YL
Psychology Project					

1
1
2
2

5
10
10
5

OPTIONAL

YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
Health Psychology
Topics & Techniques in Neuroscience
Applying Psychology
Sports Psychology

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY

Applying Psychology to the Educational Setting
Interpersonal and Organisational Psychology
Psychology Placement Module
EITHER Violent and Sexual Offending
OR Crime: Impacts and Consequences
EITHER Neuropsychological Disorders and
Techniques
OR Brain, Treatments and Behaviour
EITHER Theory & Practice in Sport Psychology
OR Psychology of Diet & Exercise
EITHER Health Psychology: Theory and Practice
OR Health Promotion

ECTS
20

2
1
1
1
2

10
10
10
10
10

1
2
YL
1
1
2

10
10
10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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BSc (HONS)
SPORT & EXERCISE
SCIENCE.
In today’s society, sport is an increasingly important part of life for more and
more people. Those involved in sports are consistently striving to improve
their performance, either as professionals, elite amateurs, or purely for
recreational and personal reasons. Sport and Exercise Science is a systematic
way of studying how performance can be improved and how individuals can
achieve their personal potential. It does this by drawing together the study of
physiology, psychology and biomechanics in a sport and exercise context.
The BSc (Hons) Sport & Exercise Science course will appeal to those with an
enthusiasm for sport and physical activity combined with an interest in
science from a human perspective. A strong feature of the course is that it
provides a particularly solid understanding of the parent disciplines in years
one and two. The third year builds upon this foundation with an increased
focus on sport specific material and in year four develops students’ particular
interests and specialisms.
Throughout the course, students can develop transferable skills in research
methods and information technology, communication skills, group-work and
presentation skills. In each of the four years of the course students will study
compulsory and option modules which will allow them the flexibility to follow
their own interests as they develop throughout the course. There are also
specialised modules which offer students the opportunity to concentrate on
the area of Sports Psychological Counselling and Physical Education.
Modules are designed to enable graduates to work with professional athletes
of any division and/or sport. They may work with a range of clients including
children and teens involved in athletics, professional or semi-professional
athletes interested in improving their performance as well as injured
athletes/players working toward returning to sports participation.

86

CAREER OPTIONS
Graduates can be employed in a variety of
sports related companies and organisations,
including health and fitness clubs, outdoor
activity centres, retail and commercial sports
organisations, local sports authorities, sports
governing bodies, sports clubs, hotels and
leisure companies.

YEAR 1

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Practical Sport, Exercise & Physical Activity
The Basis of Human Movement
Pedagogy and Sociology Issues in Physical Education
English Language I
English Language II

ECTS

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10

YL
YL

10
10

OPTIONAL
Academic Writing				
Introduction to Mathematics & Statistics
YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Introduction to Psychology in Sport & Exercise
Introduction to Biomechanics in Sports
Principles of Physiology & Scientific Enquiry
Planning and Instructing Exercise for Health
& Fitness 		
Functional Anatomy

ECTS

YL
YL
YL

10
10
20

YL
1 or 2

10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Applied Physiology & Scientific Enquiry
Sport Biomechanics
Sport & Exercise Psychology

ECTS

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY

YL
YL
YL

20
10
10

(Research/Professional Development Strand:
students can chose one of the following)
Double Research Project OR
Consultancy Project

YL
YL
YL
YL
1 or 2
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL

ECTS

YL
YL

20
20

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
Performance Nutrition
Advanced Principles of Exercise & Training
Professional Work Experience 1
Common Sports Injuries & Injury Prevention
Applied Principles and Techniques in Sports 1
Outdoor Activities and Recreation

(Plus 40 ECTS credits from the following)
Training Prescription for the Elite Athlete
Exercise Referral
Theory and Practice of Sport Psychology
Psychology of Diet and Exercise
Biomechanics of Posture & Injury
Professional Work Experience 2
Applied Principles & Techniques in Sports 2

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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BEng (HONS)
ELECTRICAL
& ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING.
The BEng [Hons) Electrical and Electronic Engineering aims to develop
Engineers with a broad understanding of current technology and practice
trends in Electrical and Electronic Engineering, covering a wide range of
topics related to power and electronic systems. This discipline encompasses
a wide skills base and the course equips graduates with the knowledge,
skills, professionalism and confidence to thrive in the always-evolving
field of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, as well as gaining the
transferrable skills to find employment in a diverse set of industrial,
commercial and research sectors.
Through special option modules, this course can provide graduates with
expertise and specialisation in areas which are rapidly evolving and have,
possibly, the highest employability potential in Engineering:
> Telecommunications and Mobile Technologies
> Renewable and Sustainable Energy Systems
LINK WITH PROFESSIONAL BODIES
Course Graduates are eligible to register to the Cyprus Scientific and
Technical Chamber (ETEK).
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CAREER OPTIONS
Employability is central to our degree provision
and through this programme students will
develop the necessary Electrical and Electronic
Engineering skills to ensure their successful
career in this field. Course delivery allows
students to concentrate in their chosen area
depending on module choices, including
Telecommunications, Mobile Technologies,
Renewable Energy Systems, Digital Design,
Electronics and Power Systems. This ensures
their studies are shaped to suit their career
aspirations.

We consider practical experience an important
component of our students’ future employability.
Through a number of modules, students will
have the opportunity to get hands-on, practical
understanding and experience to enhance their
skills. Industrial placements may also be available
for students to broaden their practical work
experience and to consolidate their learning,
as well as well as to establish a professional
network which can provide them with a significant
advantage in their early career development.
Electrical and Electronic Engineering graduates
are in greater demand more than ever, which
means the possible career options are varied.
Graduates could be employed in many different
industry sectors including but not limited to,
electronics, IT, energy, power, transportation,
telecommunications, and consumer electronics,
as well as in research and development.

YEAR 1

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Introduction to Programming
Calculus and Linear Algebra for Engineers
Algorithms and Data Structures
Electrical Engineering Fundamentals
English Language I
English Language II

1
YL
2
YL
1
2

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Digital Electronics
Applied Physics		
Electronic Engineering Practice
Electronics and Instrumentation
Mechanics 			
Computational Mathematics for Engineers
Probability Theory for Engineers

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
1
2

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
5
5

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Digital Systems
Electronic Systems Applications
Signals and Control Systems
Electronic Systems
Data Communications
Power Engineering

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Project
Engineering Professionalism

ECTS

YL
YL

15
5

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5

OPTIONAL
Microcontroller Systems
Digital Communications
Digital Signal and Image Processing
Wireless, Mobile and Fibre-optic Communications
Mobile Technologies
Power Systems Operation and Control
Renewable Energy Sources
Power Electronics 		
Electrical Services
Project Management
Engineering Economics

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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MSc
COMPUTING.
Computing-related technology, such as new mobile devices and applications
are changing the way we communicate, do business and access news and
entertainment. The MSc in Computing offers opportunities to achieve
professional certifications through specific modules: The Cisco CCNA 1 exam
can be taken after attending the Network Communications & Routing module
and the Associate Android Developer exam after attending the Mobile
Application Development module.
SPECIALISED OPTIONAL MODULES IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
> IT Security & Networking
> Mobile & Web Development
> IT Management in Business
Students will develop generic computing skills that can be applied in all
walks of life as well as the skills and understanding needed to develop
software systems. The aims of the course are to provide an opportunity for
the students to plan, undertake and evaluate a substantial computing project,
to develop students’ critical, evaluation, communication and self-management
skills to a level appropriate for post-graduate students; and to encourage and
enable the students to become reflective and research-aware practitioners.
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CAREER OPTIONS
This course, building on the intellectual skills
of a computing or technology-related degree,
enhances students’ employment prospects in
the IT field, and further develops the skills they
obtained in their undergraduate degree. The
skills acquired can lead to a range of careers
in computing specialisations that are in high
demand even outside the technology sector.

Although there are many jobs available
in computing specific industries (e.g., IT
consultancies, IT service providers,
software developers, etc.), there are even
more non-computing industries in need of
computer specialists (e.g., telecommunications,
health care, financial services, media and
entertainment, oil and gas, education, retail,
travel and transportation, aerospace and
defence, industrial manufacturing, and
many more).

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Masters Project					
2(+3)
Critical Analysis					
1
IT Project Management				
2

ECTS
30
10
10

OPTIONAL
Web Application Development
Mobile Application Development
Network Communication & Routing
Digital Security
Network Operations & Management
Ethical Hacking
ERP Systems
e-Marketing
Enterprise Data Management
Advanced Topics in IT Security
Wireless Networks & Communications
Distributed Systems
Advanced Topics in User Experience
UX Away from the Desktop
Agile Systems Development
Information Security Management
Exploratory Data Analysis
Independent Investigation
Professional Training

1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
3(+2,1)

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
30

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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MSc
CYBERSECURITY.
PART-TIME STUDY ALSO AVAILABLE AS DISTANCE LEARNING.
The constant advancement of technology and the introduction of cloud
services, smart devices and wireless communications, as well as the
increasing penetration of the Internet in our everyday activities and the
sharing of sensitive information through it, have created a need for
information assurance and data security.
This programme will appeal to people with an interest in understanding
cybersecurity issues with emphasis in areas such as cyber warfare,
cyber defence, ethical hacking, network forensics and information security
management. The programme will provide students with the specialised
knowledge required, including theory, technologies and relevant design
techniques, as a prerequisite for designing secure networks.
During the programme, students will have the opportunity to apply their
theoretical knowledge through specialised physical, virtual and remote
security laboratories, in which they will be able to carry out activities such as
exploitation exercises, and investigate the usage and behaviour of technical
measures such as Intrusion Detection Systems. As part of the programme,
students will also develop generic and domain-specific research techniques
and skills required for successfully completing their final year MSc Thesis
project.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Typically, Cybersecurity professionals can
be employed by telecommunication, IT and
technology companies, network operators
and network equipment vendors, consultancy
agencies and government departments, as well
as any other organisation that needs to protect
its IT infrastructure and operations.

Cybersecurity is part of nearly every discipline
from defence and intelligence to healthcare
and aerospace.

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Ethical Hacking
Digital Forensic Investigations
Critical Analysis
Information Security Management
Cyber Warfare
Cyber Defence
Master’s Project

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10
30

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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MSc
DATA ANALYTICS.
Data Analytics is the science that allows decision makers to unveil new
business insights by examining large amounts of data to uncover hidden
patterns, correlations and other important insights. This course is designed
to provide graduates and working professionals with knowledge and a
diverse set of skills that span across all layers of the knowledge discovery
stack including storage, mining, analytics, decision support frameworks
and visualisations, as well as practical experience with modern tools.
In particular, students will learn how to (i) analyse large data sets and
summarize their main characteristics with the use of attractive data
visualisations; (ii) design and create databases that allow organisations to
efficiently manage and query their enterprise data; (iii) discover patterns
in large data sets with established techniques from various fields such as
statistics, machine learning and artificial intelligence; and (iv) understand
today’s turbulent business environment and learn how modern BI tools
enable organisations to survive and excel.
SAS Joint Certificate in Business Intelligence and Data Mining
The programme enjoys a strong collaboration with SAS Institute Inc. and as
a result, our students have the opportunity to receive the SAS Joint Certificate
in Business Intelligence and Data Mining. Such a certificate enhances our
graduates’ employability and competitiveness in the local and international
market.
Industry Engagement
Collaboration between the university and the industry is an integral part of the
programme, ensuring our graduates fulfil industry requirements and have
strong, relevant technical skills. The collaboration exists in many forms such
as guest lectures, visits to organizations and jointly supervised thesis projects.
Such activities provide a strong complement to the students academic studies
and an advantage in future employment opportunities.
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CAREER OPTIONS
This course is designed to provide graduates
and working professionals with skills that
enable them to organise, analyse, explore,
interpret and visualise their data, as well as
acquire practical experience with modern tools.
These skills can be used in virtually every
industry domain that uses data, such as
Consumer Banking, Healthcare, Energy,
Manufacturing, Insurance, Technology etc.

Additionally, the course provides a multitude of
career options in both national and international
data analytics companies such as Data Analytics
Business Consultant, Data Analytics Architect,
Data Engineer, Data Solution Architect,
Data Analyst, Analytics Associate, Business
Intelligence and Analytics Consultant, Metrics
and Analytics Specialist, and many more.

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Master’s Project 						
2,3
Critical Analysis
1
Business Intelligence and Data Analytics			
1
Enterprise Data Management				
1
Exploratory Data Analysis
2
Knowledge Discovery					
2

ECTS
30
10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
2
Information Security Management 				
2
Advanced Topics in Human Computer Interaction 		
1
ERP Systems
2
Strategy and International Management
2
e-Marketing
1
Leadership and Management

10
10
10
10
10
10

The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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MSc
FORENSIC
PSYCHOLOGY.
The MSc Forensic Psychology is a unique programme designed to prepare
students for numerous diverse or specific careers within the general context
of the Criminal Justice System. The programme is built around the
fundamental theoretical, methodological and applied areas of Forensic
Psychology.
In terms of the programme’s philosophy, the MSc Forensic Psychology
reflects the academic skills underpinning the application of psychology to a
forensic setting. It provides a strong emphasis on the application of Forensic
Psychology in professional practice and how theoretical concepts are applied.
Furthermore, the programme attends to victims and offenders. With regard to
the latter, it follows the progression of an offender from their first contact with
the criminal justice system until their eventual release into the community
and/or transfer to conditions of less security. Attention is given to the victim
and pre-trial issues (including civil justice). The role of on-going assessment,
intervention and through-care are emphasised throughout the curriculum.
To foster professional growth, the programme places a strong emphasis
upon developing professional report writing and presentation skills,
methodological rigour, research expertise, independent learning and critical
thinking. To facilitate this, students will be exposed to a learning and research
environment that is rich in mentoring opportunities from members of the
programme team with academic and/or practical forensic experience.
Within the programme, students have the option to take the practical
experience module, which includes 1000 hours of supervised practical
training. Trainees who have a degree in Psychology and who successfully
complete the practicum course, having already completed the theoretical
and research components of their MSc, will be able to independently pursue
licensure as registered applied Forensic Psychologists in the Republic of
Cyprus.
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CAREER OPTIONS
The course covers a range of forensic
psychology topics and allows candidates to
strengthen the knowledge and skills that
are essential for becoming Certified Forensic
Psychologists. The course has been specifically
designed to reflect the academic skills required
to apply psychology to a forensic setting,
including prisons, secure hospitals, probation,
police services and the courts.

Overall, the course can prepare students for
numerous diverse or specific careers in the
public as well as the private sector.
It provides graduates with the necessary skills
and knowledge to pursue careers within the
general context of the Criminal Justice System.
Students who complete the practical experience
module (1000 hours of supervised training) will
be able to become registered Forensic
Psychologists and practise the profession in
Cyprus.

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Advanced Methods in Psychology 				
1&2
Advanced Forensic Psychology Project			
YL
Psychology and the Legal System 				
1
Personal Attributes of Offenders and Victims 			
1
Forensic Risk Assessment
1
Professional Practice: Forensic Consultancy
and Supervision
2
Psychology, Investigation and the Courtroom			
2
Violent and Sexual Offenders: Intervention			
3
Forensic Mental Health
				
3

ECTS
20
20
7.5
7.5
10
5
10
5
5

OPTIONAL
Practical Experience

Y2

40

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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MSc
SPORT & EXERCISE
SCIENCE.
The MSc in Sport and Exercise Science is designed to develop students’
knowledge in the area of sport and exercise science with emphasis in
exercise based rehabilitation and musculoskeletal management and
prevention. Injury prevention and management is a major concern among
fitness professionals and sports teams as it can be considered one of the
major economic burdens due to the direct and indirect costs it incurs.
The programme combines an integrated curriculum with state-of-the-art
learning material and facilities to further the knowledge, skills and abilities of
sport science graduates, sports rehabilitators, sport therapists,
physiotherapists and other health professionals currently working in the
area of sports injury rehabilitation and prevention. The programme also
incorporates hands on practical sessions for the application of the theoretical
knowledge gained.
As a result, programme graduates are well equipped for careers in any type
of fitness industry or business, since they have knowledge on the complete
spectrum of the theoretical background and management of sporting injuries
and exercise rehabilitation. Furthermore, graduates will possess the key
theoretical exercise rehabilitation skills along with their practical applications
for special populations, such as diabetics, heart disease patients, stroke
patients and individuals suffering from decreased mobility due to neurological
conditions.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Upon successful completion of the MSc Sport
and Exercise Science, graduates will be able
to take a lead role in sports injury rehabilitation
and make a difference for their clients.
The programme prepares graduates for
numerous diverse or specific careers, including
but not limited to, personal trainers for special
populations, specialists at rehabilitation centers,
assistants to physiotherapy centres and fitness
coaches at professional sports teams.
In addition, graduates will be able to work in
public enterprises, hospitals and sport
organisations. Also, given the increasing
number of private fitness enterprises in Cyprus
that are concentrating in special populations,
currently, there is a local need for specialists
in sports and exercise rehabilitation.

MODULES				
COMPULSORY
Research Project for Sport Exercise
& Nutritional Scientists
Research Methods for Sport, Exercise
& Nutritional Science
Advanced Practitioner Skills for Sport
& Exercise Scientists
Advanced skills for Sport & Exercise Practitioners

OPTIONAL
Management Strategies for Sport Injuries
Prevention Strategies for Sports Injuries
Exercise for Special Population Groups
Contemporary issues in Sport & Exercise Sciences
Skills in 3D motion capture

SEMESTER

ECTS

YL

30

YL

20

YL
YL

60
30

1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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BEng
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING.
The BEng (Hons) Computer Engineering programme aims to provide graduates with a broad
understanding of current technology and practice in computer engineering, covering the relevant
aspects of Digital and Analogue Electronics, Microcontrollers and Computer Architectures,
Programming and Operating Systems, Software and Hardware Engineering, Networking,
Robotics as well as additional specialist areas according to the option modules studied.
The discipline of Computer Engineering encompasses a wide skills base and the emphasis of this
programme is placed on Computer Hardware, Networking and Robotics. It encompasses elements of
system level design, programming and mathematical principles. The programme equips graduates
with the knowledge, practical skills and confidence to thrive and develop to gain suitable employment
in the rapidly changing world of Computer engineering. The skills gained on the programme are also
transferable to a diverse set of industrial and commercial sectors.
An optional Industrial Placement Year (Year 3) is available, aimed at providing students with relevant
and broadening industrial experience to consolidate their learning at Level 4 and Level 5, inform their
academic studies at Level 6 and enhance their subsequent early career development.
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CAREER OPTIONS
Employability is central to our degree provision
and through this programme students will develop
the necessary Computer Engineering skills to
ensure a successful career in this industry.
Programme delivery allows for students to
concentrate in their chosen area depending on
module choices, including computer hardware,
software engineering, robotics and networks.
This ensures that their studies are shaped to
suit their career aspirations. We consider practical
experience an important component of our
students’ future employability. Through a number
of modules, students have the opportunity to get
hands-on, practical understanding and experience
to enhance their skills. Industrial placements may
also be available to broaden their practical work
experience and to consolidate their learning, as
well as establishing a professional network, which
can provide them with a significant advantage in
their early career development.

Experienced Computer Engineers can find
themselves employed as Solution Architects or
System Architects who are considered amongst
the 10 most well-paid jobs globally. Computer
Engineering as well as its sub-specializations
are considered highly researched areas and
fast evolving fields, therefore there are many
opportunities for graduates to pursue a
research related career.

YEAR 1

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Algorithms and Data Structures
Calculus and Linear Algebra for Engineers
Electrical Engineering Fundamentals
Introduction to Programming
Discrete Mathematics
Engineering, Research and Academic Skills

2
YL
YL
1
YL
YL

ECTS
10
10
10
10
10
10

YEAR 2

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Probability Theory for Engineers
Computational Mathematics for Engineers
Electronics and Instrumentation
Digital Electronics
Introduction to Networking
Computer Systems and Security

OPTIONAL
Mechanics
Applied Physics
Electronic Engineering Practice
Free Elective

ECTS

1
2
YL
YL
YL
YL

5
5
10
10
10
10

YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10

YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality of learning
content and outcomes.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Digital Systems
Computer Architectures
Operating Systems

ECTS

YL
1
2

10
5
5

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
60*

OPTIONAL
Data Communications
Data Communications
Introduction to Network Routing
Electronic Systems Applications
Signals and Control Systems
Electronics Systems
Robotic Systems
Advanced Programming
Digital Evidence and Incident Response
Computer Security
Industrial Placement

MODULES				 SEMESTER
COMPULSORY
Microcontroller Systems
Engineering Professionalism
Project

ECTS

1
YL
YL

10
5
15

YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL
YL

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

OPTIONAL
Advanced Network Routing
Cloud Computing
Mobile Technologies
Parallel Processing Systems and Distributed Systems
Fault Tolerant Systems
VSLI Systems Design
Computer Aided Instrumentation
Embedded Real-Time Systems
Robotics and Autonomous Systems
Computer Vision
Machine Intelligence

*This is an optional Year - taken if someone wants to do an extra year after completing year 3 and go for a placement to the industry.

This New Programme is under validation.
Register your interest at admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
and our Admissions Department will contact you with
updates of its status, start dates, and other information.
YL= YEAR LONG
The University reserves the right to make
amendments to programmes in order to
improve the quality of learning content
and outcomes.
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
LANCASHIRE, UK
BUILDING ON STRONG
FOUNDATIONS.
The University of Central Lancashire (UCLan) in Preston was founded in 1828 as the
Institution for the Diffusion of Knowledge. ‘Ex solo ad solem’, or in translation, ‘From the
Earth to the Sun’, has been its motto ever since – helping people from all walks of life to
make the most of their potential is what UCLan is all about.
UCLan has evolved over the years to become a world class institution, recognised with
its inclusion in the 2010 QS World Rankings – the first Modern University in the UK to gain
this status. With 11 areas of research judged ‘world leading’ in the most recent Research
Assessment Exercise, UCLan has the global recognition of its peers, with a focus on
applied research, including the identification of human remains in mass disasters, the
development of new sign languages, and a variety of health-related research initiatives
that are helping to change lives around the world.
Amongst its programme portfolio of some 500 Undergraduate and 200+ Postgraduate
courses, UCLan has been at the forefront of developing degrees in the emerging
disciplines of Journalism, Fashion, Forensics and Sports Science. The range of
excellence extends to include the likes of Pharmacy, Architecture, Astrophysics and
the first new School of Dentistry to be launched in the UK in more than a century.
The University aims to create the perfect blend of knowledge, practical experience and
relevance to equip its graduates with the confidence and skills they need to get ahead in
the world of work. Not only are employability skills embedded into every degree course,
but also the sector-defining ‘future’ careers and employability service offers help and
advice, courses and work experience opportunities to help UCLan graduate CVs to stand
out from the pack. Capital investment in outstanding facilities and a dedicated student
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support service, The ‘i ’, combine to help UCLan be awarded the accolade ‘Times Higher
Top Modern University for Student Experience’.
A truly global institution, UCLan’s student body includes more than 120 nationalities; its
partnership network extends to 125 countries in North America, Europe, Africa, Asia and
Australia; it runs 100+ student exchange programmes; it has a new campus in Cyprus
and further campuses are being developed in Thailand and Sri Lanka. The University
encourages and nurtures originality, from its ground-breaking Energy Management
partnership with BAE Systems, to its launch of the world’s first International Fashion
Institute and the UK’s first MBA in Fashion and its proud record of student business
start-ups.
With a world class academic reputation firmly rooted in relevance, UCLan is focused on
a future of providing innovative thinking– for the real world.

SOME KEY FACTS
ABOUT UCLAN.

UCLAN BREAKS INTO THE TOP 3.7% OF WORLDWIDE UNIVERSITIES
The Centre for World University Rankings (CWUR) has unveiled its latest international
figures and ranked UCLan in the top 3.7% of all worldwide Universities.

between senior staff, the sharing of best practice, and the opportunities and support available
to staff at partner organisations to continue their professional development.
A successful QAA review means that the University can display the QAA Quality Mark,
indicating to UK and international students that the University meets national requirements
for standards and quality.

Perhaps UCLan’s most publicly acknowledged achievement so far, came when
UCLan received three Times Higher Education awards - widely regarded as the
Oscars of the higher education sector - for Best International Collaboration of the
Year, Excellence and Innovation in the Arts and Most Innovative Contribution to
Business-University Collaboration. UCLan was the only University to win three
awards, so this is described as an excellent achievement.
UCLan was highly rated in the Quality of Faculty category, which measures the
number of academics who have won major international awards, prizes and
medals; and the Quality of Education section, which is measured by the number of
a University’s alumni who have won major international awards, prizes and medals
relative to the University’s size.
UCLan scored highly for its alumni employment and was praised for the number
of highly cited research papers. Professor Gai Murphy, UCLan Pro Vice-Chancellor
(Student Experience), said: “It’s great news for the University that we’ve broken into
this list for the first time. It’s a fantastic achievement to be among the world’s top
higher education institutions and one we’re very proud of.”
QUALITY STANDARDS CONFIRMED
The UK’s Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) for Higher Education has confirmed
the quality and standards of provision at UCLan. The review identified a number
of examples of good practice, including the availability of international study
opportunities for all students; and the approach taken by the University to encourage
applicants from a wide range of backgrounds and the methods used to enhance
student employability. The review also highlighted the ways the University supports
its partner organisations in the UK and overseas, which include regular meetings
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THE INSTITUTE
OF PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES.

The academic information
contained in this
prospectus is correct as at
the time of printing.
The University reserves the
right to make amendments
to programmes in order
to improve the quality
of learning content and
outcomes.
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We, at the Institute of Professional Studies, serve as a
hub that bridges education with industry, by combining
academic knowledge with technical training. All of us at
the Institute are committed to provide students, not only
with the necessary knowledge, but also with the technical
skills and competences, the abilities and the experiences
that will allow them to pursue a career in the local and the
international market in their field of expertise.

Most importantly, we have been actively working on the
creation of a network with multinational organisations and
certification bodies with a long presence in the local and
international industry, such as TUV Austria and ARI Cyprus
to ensure the quality of education provided to students
and to certify their skills by internationally recognised
organisations.

Our Instructors compose a group of experienced
academics in higher technical education as well as
specialized and highly qualified professionals from the
local and international industry, aiming to transfer both
the knowledge and experience to the students during
their studies for their proper professional development.

BEng, MSc
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Ms. Sophia Tofia
Head of Academic Affairs
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PROFESSIONAL ACCA

The Professional ACCA Course of UCLan Cyprus and the Institute of Professional
Studies (IPS) are designed to provide high quality training by renowned Instructors with
highly successful passing rates. Efficient teaching is a priority with a small number
of students per class, more teaching and revision hours per person and more exam
question practice.
Language of Studies: English
MODULES OFFERED
Applied Knowledge

• Accountant in Business (AB)
• Management Accounting (MA)
• Financial Accounting (FA)

Applied Skills

• Corporate and Business Law (LW)
• Performance Management (PM)
• Taxation (TX)
• Financial Reporting (FR)
• Audit and Assurance (AA)
• Financial Management (FM)

ACADEMIC EXPERTISE
• Audit and Assurance Expertise
• Tax, Finance and Reporting Expertise
• Extensive Teaching Experience
• Application of IFRSS
• Business Analytics

Strategic Professional Essential Modules

• Strategic Business Leader
• Strategic Business Reporting

Strategic Professional Optional Modules

• Advanced Taxation
• Advanced Audit and Assurance

PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA IN
AGRICULTURE/AGRIBUSINESS

The Professional Diploma in Agriculture/Agribusiness aims to provide students with
the technical knowledge and practical skills required for a career in the Agriculture
sector. Through this diploma, the Institute of Professional Studies aims to supply the
sector with graduates who can lead and develop good agricultural practices with an
ecological mind-set.
Language of Studies: English

PROGRAMMES
OFFERED.
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SPECIALISATION IN
1. Horticulture
2. Hydroponics
3. Viticulture and Oenology
4. Landscaping
5. Forestry

6. Animal Husbandry
7. Dairy Processing
8. Integrated Agriculture
9. Aquaculture
10. Veterinary Nursing and Pet
Grooming

ACADEMIC EXPERTISE
• Mathematical Modeling in Animal Nutrition
• Agronomy
• Horticulture Science and Technology
• Aquaponics
• Commercial Agriculture
• Veterinary Science
• Earth and Environment Science
Accreditations: Accredited by the Cyprus
Agency of Quality Assurance and Accreditation
in Higher Education (CYQAA)
Supported by: The Ministry of Agriculture,
Rural Development and Environment and
The Agriculture Research Institute
• Communications, Control and Digital Signal
Processing
• Mechanical Engineering and Design
•HSE International Qualifications

PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA
IN AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

The purpose of this Professional Diploma is to provide students with a
deep understanding of the automotive science and technology discipline and
introduce them to the functional fundamentals of modern automobile engines
and electronic systems. Through their practical training, students will learn
about the proper use of tools and automobile vehicles diagnostics, obtaining
repair and maintenance, as well as garage management skills.
Language of Studies: Greek
SPECIALISATION IN
• Automobile Mechanical & Electronic Systems
• Diagnosis, Repair & Vehicle Maintenance
• Suspension & Breaking Systems
• Power Transmission Systems
• Garage Operation & Management
Accreditations: Accredited by the Cyprus Council of Quality Assurance and
Accreditation in Higher Education (CYQAA)
Supported by: Local Automotive Industry Partners
ACADEMIC EXPERTISE
• Internal Combustion Engines
• Automotive Engineering with Motorsports
• Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
• HSE International Qualifications
• Boilers Audit Energy Resource Management

PROFESSIONAL WELDING TRAINING
The Professional Welding Training aims to introduce to the local and
international industry specialized trained and certified welders. All of our
welders are being certified by TUV Austria with more than 90% passing
success.
Language of Studies: English/Greek
Supported by: TUV Austria
PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE
• Certified Instructors
• Practitioners with extensive practical experience
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STEP BY STEP
APPLICATION
PROCESS.
Applying for a place at a University can be
complicated but at UCLan Cyprus we like
making things easy for prospective students,
which is why we have developed a simple
3-step application process:
STEP 1. Complete the UCLan Cyprus application form.

The form is available electronically at
www.uclancyprus.ac.cy

STEP 2. Payment of €50 (non-refundable)

application fee (see below methods of payment).

STEP 3. Provide copies of your High School certificate
and other supporting documents (in native language &
in English).
· UNDERGRADUATE APPLICANTS
- School leaving certificate & mark sheet
- English language qualification (IELTS or IGCSE or
any other equivalent)
- ID or Passport Copy
· POSTGRADUATE APPLICANTS
- Bachelor degree & transcripts
- School leaving certificate & mark sheet
- English language qualification (IELTS or IGCSE or
any other equivalent)
- Personal statement
- Curriculum Vitae (CV)
- Two reference letters
- ID or Passport Copy
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You can also submit these documents electronically via
email or fax.
Once the University has received all the above required
documents along with the application fee, the UCLan
Cyprus Admissions Department will proceed with an
official evaluation and if the application is successful,
will issue a Conditional/Unconditional Offer Letter stating
the terms & conditions of your admission for the
programme you are applying for.
NOTES
1. In case you still do not have your School leaving
certificate (for Undergraduates) or your Bachelor
degree (for Postgraduates) you can provide the latest
mark sheet you have and a conditional offer letter will
be issued to secure your place at UCLan Cyprus.
2. Students who do not have any official English
Language qualification, can take the University’s
English entrance exam.
3. UCLan Cyprus also offers Intensive English
Language courses, under The Language Academy
which quickly enhance your English level.
Please see more information on page 128.

METHODS OF PAYMENT

All payments should be made in Euros (€) to
the University’s bank account or via electronic
payment or directly to UCLan Cyprus Finance
Department:
1. Bank Transfer
Bank: HELLENIC BANK
Account: UCLan Cyprus LTD
Account number: 314-10-868795-01
IBAN: CY86 0050 0314 0003 1410 8687 9501
SWIFT/BIC: HEBACY2N
2. Electronic Payment
JCC Smart https://www.jccsmart.com/e-bill/22447015
3. Finance Department
UCLan Cyprus Accounts Department,
12-14 University Avenue, Pyla, 7080,
Larnaka, Cyprus
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
WHEN MAKING A PAYMENT
> Provide your full name (student name)
> A copy of the bank transaction slip should be
sent to: accounting@uclancyprus.ac.cy
and admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
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POSTGRADUATE ADMISSIONS CRITERIA
Applicants should hold a Bachelor degree with a
minimum grade as follows:
> Bachelor degree (Lower Second Class) or other
equivalent
> IELTS 6.5 or equivalent

UCLAN CYPRUS
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS.
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS CRITERIA

Applicants will be assessed on an individual basis, based
on their country’s academic qualifications and standards.
The language of instruction and assessment at our
University is English.
In addition to the High School Leaving Certificate,
we require one of the below English Language
qualifications, or another equivalent:
> IELTS 5.0*
> IGCSE English Grade C
> TOEFL 80 (IBT)
> Michigan Proficiency Pass
*For LLB & BA (Hons) English Language Studies a
minimum of 5.5 IELTS or equivalent is required.
IMPORTANT NOTES
English Language support is provided to help you
enhance your English Language level. More information
regarding UCLan Cyprus English Language Academy
can be found on page 128.

IMPORTANT NOTES
1. Students whose first degree was taught entirely in
English do not need to provide any official English
language qualifications (entry requirements apply).
2. English Language support is provided to help you
enhance your English Language level. More
information regarding the Language Academy can be
found on page 128.
3. Students who do not meet the above minimum entry
criteria are subject to an interview from the Head of
School of the program of study they are applying for.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
> Up to 50% Scholarship on the original fee for the first
year of study.
Requirements: A score of 19/20 in the Apolytirion or
High School Certificate 95% or 140 A’ Level points (new
tariff system) in relevant subjects or other equivalent.
> Up to 40% Scholarship on the original fee for the first
year of study.
Requirements: A score of 18.5/20 in the Apolytirion or
High School Certificate 92.5% or 120 A’ Level points
(new tariff system) in relevant subjects or other
equivalent.
> Athletic Scholarships - Special Scholarships Schemes
are available for professional athletes. All applicants
will be considered on an individual basis by the UCLan
Cyprus Athletic Scholarships Committee.

CONDITIONS OF UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
Undergraduate scholarships can be maintained for
subsequent years provided an overall average grade of
70% is achieved, with a minimum grade of 60% in each
individual module. Scholarships are calculated as a
percentage on the original fee:
i.e. A 50% scholarship: 50% x €9,950= €4,975
POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
UCLan Cyprus is delighted to offer academic
merit-based scholarships and bursaries, which are
open for all postgraduate programmes. Postgraduate
scholarships are available for both full and part time
students.
CONDITIONS OF POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
The scholarship comes with a number of
responsibilities and expectations. All UCLan Cyprus
scholars should be exemplar scholars in both their
behaviour and performance during class. They should
actively contribute and participate in class discussions
and assist in creating a positive, intellectual and
exceptional learning environment.
For further information, please contact
UCLan Cyprus Admissions Department
at admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy.

For further information visit www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/
study/admissions/entry-requirements/.
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HOW TO APPLY
FOR AN ENTRY
VISA.
All non-EU students require a student visa to study at
UCLan Cyprus. Students must apply within the deadlines
set by the authorities for UCLan Cyprus to submit the
visa documents to the Migration Authorities and the
Ministry of Education for further approval.

STEP 1. Complete application form and pay application

• HIV/AIDS
• Hepatitis B
• Hepatitis C
• Syphilis
• Chest X-Ray report (Tuberculosis)

STEP 2. Receive Offer Letter.

5. Original attested Bank Letter & Bank Statement
(in native language & in English)

Once you have your conditional offer letter, you will need
to start gathering all student visa related documents.
fee.

STEP 3. Collect and attest the documents for Student

Visa Application.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR YOUR VISA
APPLICATION
1. Original attested copy of school documents (in native
language & in English)
FOR UNDERGRADUATE APPLICANTS
• School leaving certificate and Mark sheet
FOR POSTGRADUATE APPLICANTS
• Bachelor degree
• University Transcripts
• School leaving certificate
• Mark sheet
2. Original attested copy of passport, minimum
validity 2 years
3. Original attested Police Certificate (native language &
in English) with no criminal convictions record and valid
for 6 months (from application deadline)
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4. Original attested clear Medical Certificates (in native
language & in English) - validity 4 months for:

• Bank Letter – validity 6 months: It should include
the below:
- Name of the account holder
- Account number
- Balance of the account
• Bank Statement – validity 1 month: It should show
the transactions of the account as well as a closing
balance of €7,500 in the last month before the
student submits the application to the University.
6. Bank swift receipt of €3000 partial deposit payment
(the amount will be deducted from the total payable
fees).
7. Sponsorship Letter (template provided by the
University Advisor)
8. Visa Application Fee €140 (non-refundable).

STEP 4. Attestation of documents.
As the attestations vary from country to country, your
University advisor will provide you with all the needed
details.

STEP 5. Email the documents to the University

Advisor.
All the above documents must first be scanned and
sent via email to your University advisor for confirmation.

STEP 6. All ORIGINAL documents must be mailed

(by courier) to the University to:
UCLan Cyprus Admissions & Recruitment Department
12 - 14 University Avenue
Pyla, 7080
Larnaka, Cyprus
Tel. +357 24 69 40 00
NOTE
For nationalities that a visa interview is required, the
student must provide the University with scanned copies
of the documents via email. The student will hold the
original documents and present them during the visa
Interview.
GENERAL VISA GUIDELINES
All documents will be evaluated by the Migration
Department and the Ministry of Education. The decision
will be communicated directly to the University and the
University advisor will inform the student accordingly.
Please contact the Admissions Office at
admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy or at +357 24 69 40 00
for further instructions and assistance on completing
your application form.

You can also visit our website for updated information at
www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/study/international-students/
visa-information/

BANK ACCOUNT
All students must open a Bank account with a local Bank
and deposit a minimum of €1000.

WHEN TRAVELLING TO CYPRUS
Upon arrival at Larnaka airport, students will be required
to present to the Immigration authorities the following:
• Original passport
• Copy of the Entry Permit (and/or visa stamped on
passport)
• Registration Letter by the University
• Receipt of Payment of the Deposit to the University
• Cash money minimum €2,000

A UCLan Cyprus student registration letter, a Housing
Contract (attested by Notary Public or the Community
Council president) and your passport should be
presented to the bank when opening a bank account.

UPON ARRIVAL IN CYPRUS
The entry permit is valid for travelling to Cyprus and only
for a limited number of days after arrival; therefore, it
must be renewed immediately with no delays. Failure
to do so, may result in cancellation of your student visa.
More information can be acquired by contacting the
Student Support Department of the University.
PAYMENT SCHEDULE:
Before the Student Visa application:
- €50 Application fee (non refundable)
- €3000 1st Partial Deposit (deducted from tuition fees)
- €140 Student visa application fee (non refundable)
After the Student Visa application:
- €2000 2nd Partial Deposit (deducted from tuition fees)
- €60 Student Pass (non refundable)

Do not forget to ask for a statement of the account once
you have deposited €1000.
MEDICAL TESTS
All medical tests including the x-ray must be re-done
once the student arrives in Cyprus.
VISA RENEWAL FEES
For the renewal and application of the Temporary
Residence Permit (Pink Slip), the following (approximate)
charges are applicable:
• Pink slip application fee €35
• Alien book fee €70
• Medical Insurance €130
• Medical tests €70 (blood tests & x-ray)
Total €305
MIGRATION REGULATIONS
According to the Cyprus authorities, students must
attend their classes regularly. Students who do not
register for an academic year will have to depart from
Cyprus.

NOTE
The remaining balance of the tuition fees is paid in
instalments throughout the academic year.
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PLAN
WELCOME to UCLan Cyprus.
YOUR FINANCES.
TUITION FEES

UNDEGRADUATE STUDENTS
> €8,500 per year (original fees €9,950)
POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS
> €8,925 for the entire programme of study (original fees €10,500)
*The below Postgraduate programmes are charged differently:
> MBA Distance Learning is €6,500 for the entire programme of study
(original fees €10,500)
> MSc Cybersecurity Distance Learning is €8,000 for the entire programme of study
(original fees €10,500)
> MA Internship in International Tourism, Hospitality and Event management is €6,500
for the entire programme of study (original fees €10,500)
> MSc Forensic Psychology with practical year is €13,400 for the whole programme
(original fees €15,700)
IMPORTANT NOTES
Additional charges upon successful registration: €60 student pass
(payable every year for undergraduate students only). For other fees
and charges you can find updated information in the webpage
https://www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/study/international-students/fees-scholarships/

SCHOLARSHIPS

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
ACADEMIC MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
Check our website for eligibility or contact the
Admissions Department at admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
CONDITIONS OF UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
Undergraduate scholarships can be maintained for subsequent years provided an
overall average grade of 70% is achieved, with a minimum grade of 60% in each
individual module. Scholarships are calculated as a percentage on the original fee:
i.e. A 50% scholarship: 50% x €9,950= €4,975.
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POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
UCLan Cyprus is delighted to offer academic merit-based scholarships and
bursaries, which are open for all Postgraduate programmes. Postgraduate
scholarships are available for both full and part-time students.

METHODS OF PAYMENT

All payments should be made in Euros (€), to the University’s bank account or
via electronic payment:
1. Bank Transfer
Bank: HELLENIC BANK (ex Cyprus Cooperative Bank)
Account name: UCLan Cyprus
Account number: 0443020337708
IBAN: CY21 0070 4430 0000 0000 2033 7708
SWIFT/BIC: CCBKCY2N

CONDITIONS OF POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
The scholarship comes with a number of responsibilities and expectations.
All UCLan Cyprus scholars should be exemplar scholars in both their behaviour
and performance during class. They should actively contribute and participate in
class discussions and assist in creating a positive, intellectual and exceptional
learning environment.

2. Electronic Payment
JCC Smart
https://www.jccsmart.com/e-bill/22447015

For more information on scholarships and tuition fees you can contact the
Admissions Department at: admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
FINANCIAL MATTERS
Students must pay the Application Fee of €50 (non – refundable) for their
application to the University and if applicable, the Visa Application Fee of €140
(non – refundable). International students should also provide a bank swift receipt
of €3,000 partial deposit payment (the amount will be deducted from the total
payable fees) for the visa documents to be submitted to the Civil Registry and
Migration Department. The remaining deposit payment for International students
is €2,000 and must be paid once the entry permit has been issued.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION WHEN MAKING A PAYMENT
> Provide your full name (student name)
> A copy of the bank transaction slip should be sent to
accounting@uclancyprus.ac.cy and admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy

*All International Students should contact the Admissions Department at admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
for eligibility.

REFUND POLICY
In case of withdrawal for any reason, fees paid to UCLan Cyprus are refundable, as follows:
TIME OF WITHDRAWAL
(Local & EU Students)
TUITION REFUND
Until 30th September
		
Until 31st October
From 1st November until 31st January
50%
From 1st February onwards
0%

TUITION CHARGED
€300
		
€1000
50%
100%

TIME OF WITHDRAWAL
		
TUITION CHARGED
(International Students)
Due to decline of Entry Permit 				
€100
Before decision of Entry Permit approval 			
€500
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After the Entry Permit is issued, the Tuition Charged is:
Until 30th September €1000 | Until 31st October €1300 |
From 1st November until 31st January €5000 |
From 1st February onwards 100%
*Tuition fees are charged as per the offer letter and are payable in 5 instalments;
** The Application Fee of €50 and the Visa Application Fee of €140 are not considered part of
the tuition fees and are non-refundable.

For further information please contact our Accounts Department at
accounting@uclancyprus.ac.cy
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MEET
THE BRITISH
UNIVERSITY
OF CYPRUS.
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OPEN DAYS: ‘The days our Academic
and Professional Staff are impatiently
waiting for’.
On these days, Undergraduate and Postgraduate
prospective students can find out detailed information
about the programmes of study at UCLan Cyprus, meet
with the Academic faculty, have a full campus tour and
get the chance to know other UCLan Cyprus students
(#UCLanians).
If you are not sure about what path you should follow,
there is no need to worry as UCLan Cyprus is here
for you! During our Open Days, you can complete the
HOGAN Professional Career Test in order to discover
the ideal career based on your personality.
Experienced, acknowledged Academic and Professional
Staff are at your disposal and eager to provide you with
precious information, regarding studies at UCLan Cyprus
such as career opportunities, scholarships,
accommodation and UCLan Cyprus student life.
For more information regarding the University’s
Open Days, please contact UCLan Cyprus at
admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy,
by phone on +357 24 69 40 00 or through
https://www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/discover/happenings/
open-day/
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The Language Academy of UCLan Cyprus is the first language centre in Cyprus
to offer innovative approaches to language learning, with interactive language
learning tools, such as the Rosetta Stone. Focused not only on the improvement
of language skills, the Language Academy at UCLan Cyprus ensures that
students are immersed in the culture of their target language and achieve
their set goals both at an Academic and personal level.
• General English: (Levels A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) - Our
General English courses offer you an intensive
learning experience, significantly improving your
practical and written English
• Academic English: (including TELL entry exam
preparation) - An interactive learning experience
developing not only your Academic English but also
your Academic Skills
• Intensive IELTS: Our IELTS courses will provide you
with the necessary preparation to help you progress
into your chosen Undergraduate or Postgraduate
degree
• International Language Courses: Greek, Russian,
Arabic, Chinese, Italian, Spanish, French, German,
Turkish
• Professional English: English for Networking,
Socialising, Presentations, Email and Telephone
English
For more information visit
www.uclancyprus.ac.cy/the-language-academy/
or contact languageacademy@uclancyprus.ac.cy
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UCLan Cyprus
VIRTUAL
TOUR.

Sit back and experience the British
University of Cyprus from home.
We love having you on campus, but if you can’t visit
UCLan Cyprus in person, the virtual tour is the next
best thing to being here. Our virtual tour covers our
world - class facilities such as the Amphitheatres,
the Moot Court, the Engineering Labs, the Sports Lab,
the Library, the Fitness Centre and the Accommodation.
Experience the British University of Cyprus and walk
through the campus as a true #UCLanian.
Visit our brand new VIRTUAL TOUR at
https://virtualtour.uclancyprus.ac.cy
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ACCOMMODATION.
THE STUDENT’S NEST

The Student’s Nest is a brand new complex specifically built to complement
the UCLan Cyprus state-of-the-art Campus, aiming to meet the accommodation
needs of the students of UCLan Cyprus.
The location is ideal as it is located within the University campus and therefore
has all the facilities and advantages offered to UCLan Cyprus students.
The Student’s Nest, with its 171 en-suite rooms, provides students with a modern,
comfortable and safe environment for a pleasant student life. It is sprawled over
an area of 5,500 square meters and consists of 5 blocks with a total of 49 flats.
Nearest beach: CTO Blue flag Pyla beach, 1.2km
Nearest amenities: 1.4km
Access: Car, Bus, Wheelchair access
Notes: No pets allowed and No smoking indoors.
FACILITIES
> Wi-Fi in all areas
> On-site launderette
> 24-hour closed circuit television (CCTV)
> Personal Safety - 24 hours security service
> Controlled electronic entrance for safety
> Outdoor Pool
> Games room / Club room / Lobby with a 60’’ LCD TV and satellite channels
> Vending machines
> Parking spaces
> Bicycle parking spaces
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Each flat has a furnished shared living room with a TV and a well-equipped
kitchen with a cooker, a fridge/freezer, a microwave and adequate cupboard
space.
The en-suite rooms feature an in-room bathroom (shower, basin and toilet),
a bed, a study desk and a chair, a chest of drawers and a wardrobe.
The accommodation package at Student’s Nest will include all basic
services/utilities (Internet, Electricity, Water) for convenience of students, as
well as communal and garbage collection charges by paying a fixed monthly
amount, thereby avoiding additional costs and inconveniences.
ROOMS & FLATS
Block A, called ‘Merlin Falcon’, has 10 Flats and a total of 32 en-suite rooms:
1 Flat with 1 bedroom
3 Flats each with 3 en-suite rooms
2 Penthouses each with 3 en-suite rooms
4 Flats each with 4 en-suite rooms
Block B, called ‘Marsh Harrier’, has 10 Flats and a total of 33 en-suite rooms:
1 Flat with 2 en-suite rooms
3 Flats each with 3 en-suite rooms
2 Penthouses each with 3 en-suite rooms
4 Flats each with 4 en-suite rooms
Block C, called ‘Buzzard’, has 10 Flats and a total of 30 en-suite rooms:
1 Flat with 1 bedroom
1 Flat with 2 en-suite rooms
1 Penthouse with 2 en-suite rooms
2 Flats each with 3 en-suite rooms
1 Penthouse with 3 en-suite rooms
4 Flats each with 4 en-suite rooms
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Block D, called ‘Little Owl’, which is the smallest building with 7 Flats and a total
of 22 en-suite rooms:
1 Flat with 1 bedroom
1 Flat with 2 en-suite rooms
2 Penthouses each with 2 en-suite rooms
3 Flats each with 5 en-suite rooms
Block E, called ‘Grey Heron’, the largest building with 12 Flats and a total of 54
rooms:
2 Flats each with 2 en-suite rooms
10 Flats each with 5 en-suite bedrooms

APPLY FOR ACCOMMODATION.
Once you have received an offer letter from the University you can apply
for UCLan Cyprus accommodation.
Please download and complete the accommodation application form
and send it to the Student Accommodation Office via email to:
ggeorgiou2@uclan.ac.uk
PREFERENCES
We will contact you once we have received your application and do our best to
match your requirements with what is available.
COST OF LIVING
The cost of living in Cyprus varies according to students’ lifestyle; however, it is
estimated that the average amount required for food, transportation and personal
expenses is €500 per month.
FURTHER INFORMATION AND VIEWINGS:
Georgia Georgiou - Accommodation Officer
Email: GGeorgiou2@uclan.ac.uk
Tel: +357 24 64 45 33, Mob: +357 99 66 87 59, Fax: +357 24 64 44 02
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01 Reception
02 Admissions Department
03 Student Support
04 Administration
05 Cafeteria
06 Carlsberg Lounge Bar
07 Library
08 WISER and Learn Lab
09 Lecture Theatre 01
10 Gym and Sports Centre
11 Moot Court Room
12 Sports Lab
13 Lecture Theatre 02
14 Engineering Labs
15 Cognition & Development Psychology Lab
16 IPS Institute of Professional Studies at UCLan Cyprus
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CONTACT US.
ADDRESS
12 - 14 University Avenue
Pyla, 7080 Larnaka, Cyprus
Tel
Fax
E-mail

+357 24 69 40 00
+357 24 81 21 20
info@uclancyprus.ac.cy

www.uclancyprus.ac.cy

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
facebook.com/UCLanCyprus

instagram.com/UCLanCyprus

twitter.com/UCLanCyprus

youtube.com/UCLanCyprus

linkedin.com/company/uclan-cyprus

vk.com/UCLanCyprus

ADMISSIONS OFFICE
admissions@uclancyprus.ac.cy
MARKETING DEPARTMENT
marketing@uclancyprus.ac.cy
HOW TO REACH US
If you are visiting the University campus in Pyla
by car you should travel on the A3 towards Ayia
Napa/ Paralimni and exit at either the first (Exit 5)
or second exit (Exit 6) which directs you to Pyla.
From there, there are signs every 500m directing
you towards the University Campus. If you are
traveling from Ayia Napa towards Larnaka you
can take either the first or second exit to Pyla
where you will see signs directing you towards
the University.
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The academic information contained in this prospectus is corrected as at the time of publishing.
The University reserves the right to make amendments to programmes in order to improve the quality
of learning content and outcomes.
Some of the models appeared in this prospectus are UCLan Cyprus students and staff.

JOIN

#UCLanians
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12 - 14 University Avenue Pyla, 7080 Larnaka, Cyprus
T. +357 24 69 40 00
F. +357 24 81 21 20
E. info@uclancyprus.ac.cy

www.uclancyprus.ac.cy

